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Moultrie begins search
for basketball coach
By Jeannie Moore

8)' George Daniels

Hill1op Staff Reporter

Hilltop Slaff Reporter

It has been a week and three days
since it was announced th~t Head ~
Coac h A.B. Williamson's con tract
would not be renewed after it s July
31 expiration date . A search committee has since been form ed to find a
rep lacement for the 44-year-old
Washingtonian .
Williamson left Howard as the
winningest men' s basketball coach in
hi s 15 year tenure . He led the Bison
to Mid -Eastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) titles in 1980 and 1981 .
His other accomplishments include
being named MEAC Coach of the
Year three times (1979-80, 1982-83,
. Williainson
1986-87) and guiding the Bison to
their o nly NCAA tournament apAccording to Anderson, the search
pearance in 198 1.
committee began a nationwide search
'' I have nothing but the highest
for Willi amson's replacement a nd
regard for A.B., but the over? 11conhopes to fil l the position· by May 1.
se nsus from the people.we consulted
Int eres1ed persons for the position· ·
was that the program had reached a
should send their name, background
plateau," said Carl Anderson,
and resun1e to Athle1ic Director
Howard's vice presiden1 for academic
affairs, in a recent interview with ·The
Washington Post .
see Williamson, page 16

'

A ne\vly revived

Howard
U11ive rsity Student Association
Policy Board a ppears to ~e h~ad
cd back int o
no11-existence

Robinson ,

after a lackluster
perfori11ancc 1his year.
Accordi11g to the n1inutes \aken at
a meeting held April 'S, only eight of
the \8 undergradua1e and graduate
schools were represented b}' their
recently elected presidents or
representatives.
The board \\'as dissolved four years
ago because n1a11}' members' consisten1 lack ol' attendance rendered it
inoperative.
According to Tracy Mcferrin,
recording secretary for H USA and
tlie board. ma11y of the new officers
did 001 a1tend because they \Vere
una\vare of the meeting.
McE;rrin said it is her responsiblity to iflform the members about the
tin1c and the place of the policy board
gatherings, but it is up to the officers
to read the H USA constitution which
sets the date of every meeting for 1he
firs1 Thursda~ of every month.
''Letters \\'ere sent out to every
member of 1he polic}' board.
Throughou1 the year, they•,,e (school
presidents] 11ever responded,''
f\.fcferrin said.
Because of a high number of
absen1ees, there \vas not a quorum to
elect a ne\\' board chairman for the
board .
Persons in attendance were only
able to have an infermal discussion
about the problems Of the Graduate
Stt1dcnt Assen1blr and problems with
lhose not present for meetings .
The main prqblem this year with

see Board, page 6

School of B.
dean to leave
Wilson to retire in June
By Todd May
H1ll1op Siaff Reporter

Dr .
Milton
\Vilson, the first
and only dean oft he School of
Bu siness, is step•
ping down from
his post after 29
r 1 Wilson
years of service.
, ''We started ' 1i.n a converted \varehouse on SheITnan A venue with
a facul1y o( approximately 15 ," he
said.
''\Ve built the classroom building
four and have 80 full-lime equivalent
professors, of which 73 percent are
qualified by Standards of the
American Assembly of Col legiate
Schools of Business,'' Wilson added.
Since 1970, the Indiana University alumnus has helped the School of
Business become o ne of the few accredited predominant ly black
business sc hools in the nation.
Howard is the only traditionally
African*American University with accreditation for accounting, bachelor's
and master 's degrees.
'
Since May of 1970, the school has
had over 3,067 graduates and offers
bachelor's degrees in accounting,
finance, management, marketing,
management information systems,
international business, hotel/ motel
management, and master's degre;es in •
health services and business
ad minist rat ion.
The school has had more than 630
graduates from its master 's degree
program in business administration.
''We laid a basic foundation for ·the development of the School of

,

•

Students up in smoke
photo b)' Keith Leadbetter

HU track teams to host meet

Weekend alarms at Sutton, Plaza Towers
raise questions of practicality of fire drills
8)'

Freeling Guinn

(Jreene Stadium sets scene for 15th Annual Howard Relays

Hilltop Staff Reportt'r

Hendrix captured bo1h the 100
and 400-me_ter hurdle titles at the
Delaware State Col lege Relays.

Smoke poured from two H oward
University dormitories last week as
resident s of Sutton Plaza and the
How:trd Plaza Towers a\voke to the
sound of fire alarms in the early morning hot1rs.
.
.
At 4 a.m. last Friday morning,
11early 400 Sutton Plaza students had
to evacuate !he 13th Street building
after its halls were fil led with smo ke
and the sou11d of fire •alarms.
i -he alarm turned out to be only
~; 11oke . It was the result of a firsl il>or residc111 who fell asleep \\•hile
l.l,iCparing a11 earl)' 111or11ing s11ack .
111 a sin1iliar incident Sun(la)' 11ight
at The Howard Plaza To,vers, a small
blaze in a si,xth t1oor east to\vcr apartment set off 1he ceiling sprinkler
systen1, \\ hich nooded l\\'O rooms
a 11d partially penetrated the room
next door .
The bl ;:t?l' \\;iS started a~ tlie resident orcnttrC"rl :-in eveni11);! 111 cal.
DeCarlo
Noble,
a J se nior
pyschology major, \\'as on dut)' at the
front desk at time of the alarn1 a!
Slit ton .

Special to 1he Hilltop

The H oward U11iversity nlen's
and \VOmen's track tea111s will pla>'
host to severa l colleges and l1igh
schools in the 15th Annual
Howard Relays on April 14 at
\Villian1 H . Greene S1adiu1n. on
campus.
Th~ · running events s1art a1 9
a.m. with the field evenls beginning at 10 a.m.
Highl ighting this year's meet
will be Howard's 1990 Indoor allAmeric<ins, se11iors Michelle
Felder and Holli · walker, and
sophomores Suzie Tanefo and
Camille Hendrix, who finished
four1h in lhe 1600-meter relay at
the NCAA Indoor Championships
\Vilh a time of 3:38.18.
Jn their first t\110 co1npe1itions
of the ou1door season, the quartet
captured the sprint a nd 160()..meter
relays at 1he Hampton Rel'!-YS and
the Delaware State Collc~e Relays.

Other kc)' performers 0 11 the:
\vomen's sq uad are senior Gita
Bolt , sophomore Ursula Williams
and freshmen Monique Barnett
a11d Muhammida El Muhajir, who
teamed up to win the 3200*meter
relay at 1he. H ampton Relays .
Leading the \Vay for tl1e men's
team will be seniors Jeff Dallas.
(400, 800-ineters) and Adae
Lel\1one ( 1.00, 200~.meters,
hurdles), who qualified for the
1989 NCAA Outdoor Championships in the 110-meler hurdles.

Early en1rants 1n the coUegiate
field inc lude -Delaware State the
Universi1y of Maryland-Eastern

Shore, Georgetown, George
Mason and tl1e University of
Maryland.
Spearheading the high schoo l
division will be William Pe11n
Hi gh of Philadelphia, Pa.,
Petersburg High of Petersburg,
Va., and H . D. Woodson H igh,
Ballou High and Coolidge High of
Washington, D .C.
''The meet is growing by te~ps
and bounds each year,·· s'aid
H oward track coach a11d 1ntet
director \Villi-a m P . lvloultrie. '' !1
is a quality meet at an excellenl
facility and · this year Coca Cola
joins us as a proud sponsor."
Dr. Fra~klyn G. Jenifer, preside111 of Howard University, and
Dr . Car l E. Anderson, vice preside11t of student affairs, \Viii serve
as grand marshal and honorary
referee respectively at this )'Car's
meet .

see Relay, page 6
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A student notified Noble that the
rear stairwell was fu ll of smoke .
Upon inspection, Noble detected the
source of the smoke was from a room
located on the first floor, next to the
s1airwell .
• 1
''I banged twice on the door, then
turned the knob and found the door
v.·asopen,'' Noble said. '' I turned off
the stove and told (o ne .o f the
residents] to check his roommate,
who was laying face up on 1he floor .
''He called to him, and 1he guy on
the floor gave a gurgled reply as if he
"'ere intoxicated. then he v.'e11t right
back to sleep, in tl1e n1iddle of all the
smoke and co11fusion, '' Noble said.
After getti11g the occupants out of
the smoke-filled room, Noble attempted to air lhe room out wilh a
fan.
Charles Good\vin. a sopl1on1ore
resident ; sa id he lhougl11 so1neone
h<fd pulled a fire alar1n.
''One reason I was skeplical was
because of n1y Ore"' Hall d<.1ys when
a fire alarm \\a o; an ordinary occurrl'ncc,'' he said .
Yola11da \\. arrl.'n. a so phomore
tl1P>tfer arts adn1i11istra1io1t n1aior,
see Fire, pal'!;e 6
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Cruising The Yard

HU

--·

'

Th:a driver of a 300ZX mode o less-tharMubtle cruise across the main yard Wednesday aflet'noon. The [motorist

drove from the Undergl<lduate UIHory to Douglass Hall and

bac•. ·Haward security alflcen w.,.

aut to

They have no suspects or motives in the illegal driv.:.through.

see Wilson, page JO
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Brotherly love

In the spring of things ·

Students design Ethiopian orphanage
See page · 7

Women 's f ashions hot in 1990
See page _11
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Happy Easter from The Hilltop
.
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J;he Undergraduate Student Assembly
•

presents ...

'

THE SPRING BLACK
ARTS FESTIVAL

>

'

•

April 14th -

'

21st

''A GLIMPSE OF THE
BLACK AESTHETIC''
•

Saturday, April 14th
6:00 p.m .

'

Wednesday, April 18th
7:00 a.m.
•

GOSPEL EXTRAVAGANZA
"

•

Sunday, April 15th
l l:OO 'a.m.

•

CALL TO CHAPEL
Rankin Chapel

•

7:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 19th ·
7:30 p.m.

-

•

Monday, April
6:00 p.m.

•••
:
:
i
••

'

I

'

HU DANCE ENSEMBLE
Cramton Auditoruium ·
Price: $5.00 HU Students
$7 .00 Gen. Admit
Friday, April 20th
7:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.

16t~

FASHION SHOW
C)amton Auditorium
J1rice:$5.00 HU Stu·dents
$7 .00 Gen. Admit.

I
•
)l

Saturday, April 21st
12:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

. I

VARIETY SHOW
SPRING PICNIC
Cramton Auditorum
Main
Yard
\
Price: $2.00 HU Students
$3.00 Gen. Admit.
Saturday, April 21st
POP CONCERT
r·
featuring PHYLLIS HYMAN
Cram.ton Auditorium
7:00/10:00
•

)

I

.

'

Tuesday, April 17th
7:00 p.m .

I

•
•

•

•

•

GOSPEL CONCERT
featuring The Ladies
of Inspiration
Rankin Chapel

'

•

GREEK SHOW
Burr Gymnasium
Price: $5.00 HU Students
$7 .00 "Gen. Admit .

MR. HOW ARD FORUM
Blackburn Cen.t er Forum
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summer stu.dents
By Trac)' Hopkins
Hilltop Staff Reportrr

For many Howard University
students 1he su1nmer is a time rese:rved for relaxatio n, but for others the

onset of summer means business as
usual.
The latter of these students will
spend a portion of their summer
months hitting the books in summer
school or working at a full - or par!-

time job.
To facilitat e the academic needs or
these student s, Howard will once
again be open for two six-week sum111er school sessions.
The first session will run from May

'

21 to July I and the second session
from July 3 to August 12.
Housing accommodations will be
available for summer school students
in Slowe , Carver, Bethune and Eton
Towers residence halls.

I

Students working for th~ university during the summer, who have

made prior housing arrangements,
will be assigned to rooms in the airconditioned Eton Towers.
William Keene, dean of residence

life said that a ''pro-rated amount

completion of summer school."
Students already residing in the
Towers are questioning the 12-month
occupancy agreement being enforced
at the Towers since it is likely that not
all students will want to stay in the
complex over the summer or sublease
their apartments .
However, the occupancy agreement ·states that ''any fees not paid
will constitute a debt to the university and may be grounds for the denial
of the issuance of diplOma, final
grades or transcripts. ''
Angelina Lee, a Howard student
who lives in a double studio apart- ·
ment in the West Towers building,
said she is staying in the building over
the summer because she is ''having
trouble finding a roommate and it
makes no sense to pay $1000 to live
in the apartment if no one will be
there ."
l.

equal to the same weekly rate charged for the dorms during the school
year will be charged for summer
housing, depending on whether the
rooms are singles or doubles ."
There is a total o f 613 spaces
alloted for su mmer school housing
and these Spaces will be equally divided between male and female students.
Students already residing in Slowe
and Bethune Halls will be given first
cho ice of spaces designated for sum mer school l1ous ing.
Int erim hous in g , rooms for
students who need a place to stay
before summer school begins, is also
available for students enrolled in the
Lee believes that there should be a
first six-week sessio n for the period
nine month lease.
of May 13 1hrough May 20.
'' [The 12 month lease] is not a
The fee for interim housing will be
good idea because a lot of people
calculated based on the daily rate for
•
who need to go home can't afford to
the currently assigned rooms or
pay rent over the summer.
apartments. (
''As a result, a lot of people are goKeene said that while ' 'it is not the
same arrangement as the school has ., ing to change their plans and try to
find jobs in D.C. or go to summer
•during the year, resident hall
school ," said Marvin Hamilton, a
assistants wi ll be on staff during the
student residing in the Towers.
summe r.''
Hamilton added that when he
Terrence Cooper, who is a
sophomore, was a resident hall assis- moved in, management told him that
the occupancy agreement was
tant in Slowe Hall last su mmer and
1'
negotiable.
described the summer 'housing atHowever, Freelow disagreed and
mosphere as ''dis9rderl y."
''Summer school housi ng is more contends that students knew that the ·
disordCrly because on top of just hav- occupancy agreement at Howard \
Plaza Towers was for one year .
ing students, there are programs that
are here for just the summer.
''The lease cannot be broken
'' It can be a headache, especially
unless an occupant is no longer
dealing with high school seniors who
associated with the university,"
are accepted to Howard and visit over
Freelow said .
the summer,'' Cooper said.
In light of the controversy over ·the
When all of the rooms in the
occupancy agreement, Keene said
dorms, open for summer housing,
that discussions are currently underare filled there is always the alterway to '' re-examine and determine
• how
native of staying in, Howard Plaza
before the semester ends exactly
To\vers.
the university sho uld deal with this
The Towers wi ll be fu lly staffed
issue .''
with management and security, but
Adding to the co ntroversy,
there will be no special rate or proviHoward Plaza Towers will undergo
sions made for summer school
a fivF percent to six percent rent instudent s who move into the Towers
crease effective August 1.
over tl1e summer .
Bqt, Freelow does not anticipate
Larr:{ Free low , resident manager,
that m.any residents will vacate the
said, ''We will accept students for
complex because of ''the location,
summer school if they sublet or conproximity to campus and the services
tinue to live in the Towers. after the
that HPT has to o ffer.''

'''l'(' k r('.sr r' at i,, 11 r rqt 1i r ('ll ''
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T tii s work s hop i s ll esig ned especiolly fqr newly elected student council

The Vice President for Academic Affairs

11re s ident s, vi c e pre s id e nt s . financi81 officers. progroms chairpersons.
tl i lltop & Bison yearbook s toff, HomecoJ!l1ng coordinators ond executive
sto ff, HU S A. GSA. and UG S A elected and/or appointed officiels. as well
o s ANY s tuller1t interes ted .
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Advor1 c e regi s tration req1Jire1J _
'

Regi.'>lrolinn moterio/s ond more in/"ormotion 11v11i/ob/e in th~
Office n.r Student A c t i Yit ies.. Suit~ 117 Blecl.·burn Center: come by
nr coll 6J6- .7 00J.
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UGSA: THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA

•

' 1
' !

-

U11dergraduate Stude11t Assembly
is preparing 10 1ake the belm of the

organizatio11 for 11ext scl1ool year.

••

Calli11g t1in1self ''1!1e leader' s

I
'

'

'

'

i~

\

' ,..,.
• -

leader," Murplt)' F. Bell said he
has big plans for the orga11ization.
''Last )'C<tr's UGSA \\•as big, "
lte said. ''This )'ear's UGSA has to
be bigger . "
\Vith j11st a' n1011th left before he
ofl'iciali)' takes office on May 12.
Bcll ltopes to '' 11\t tl1e gro11nd rur,11i11g '' \\•itl1 <l Se1 pl<11
1 of acJ io11.
Hell, a fi11anl.'c 111ajor fro111
ShrC\'Cport. La., hopes to solve
111:111)' of tl1e i1roblen1s \\'hich he
''ill i11.l1cri1 fro111 the ct1rren1 ad111i11istratii.Jll, such as lac\..: of a11end ~111 ce a1 UGSA and General
A~ s embl)' 111eetings a11d student
oµa th}' abot1t s1 ude111 gO\'ernn1enc.
Bell said hi<; most i111111edia1e
go~tl is to gel the 111 ei;i1bers of
UG
to a11e11d 111ee1i11gs. He is
tr~·i 11g to 1..·0111e tip \\'ith a OC\\'
polic)' 011 a1tc11da11ce \vl1ich n1an da1es th ;:1t 111en1bers atte11d
111eeti11gs or the school \\1l1ich the
represc ntati\•e repre se11cs \Viii
stiffer .
,

-

•

\I. f

'

program direcJar Bobby Bennett, left, and Royal disagree on

·Fine Arts graduate wages fight for airplay on WHUR-FM

••

By Jennifer Golson

. _,.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

'.
L pholo b)' K,Jlh Dorman

UGSA coordinator, Murphy Bell, calls himself a ''leader's leader."
''My goal is never to be without
a quorum. Tl1ose people ·who
don'( attend nleeti11gs are going to
fi11d tl1eir schoo ls arc goi11g to get
lost in 1hc sl1ufne." Bell said.
He did not rule out the possibility of allocating only a portion of
HUSA Ge11eral Assen1bly funds at
!he beginning of the year. This, in
tL1rn , '''ould1nake those representatives accou11table.
LJGSA is co1nposed of the \'ice
presider1ts a11d represe11tatives
fron1 all undergraduate schools
a11d colleges. The number of

1 l'

• -

Trouble · ID 'Wonderland'

-.
•

'

•

•

...

W~_UR

..

'

,. ~

·~

'

. 1~
~: "

' I~ 1 '
•

\Vi1t11he coo\11ess a11d ca lmness
, of De11Lel \Vashingto11 and the
' oratorical cloque11ce of Howard
U11i\•ersi1y Stude111 Association
President Da11iel Good\\'in, the
tlC\Y
coor·dinator
of
the

•

representatives is based 011 the
number of students in eac h school .
The mefllbers of UGSA serve in
the H USA General Assembly
\vhich includes the members of the
Graduate Student Assembly and
the preside11t and vice president of
HUSA .

This body currently a llocates a
$38.379 budget to stude nt
organizations based on requests.
Mally student counci ls are among
these groups.
see Murphy , page 6

A 1985 alumnus of the College of
Fine Art s is currently figtiting to have
his song, ' 'Wonderlanq ," pl ayed on
the radio airwaves.of hi s alma mater,
1-loward's Commercial radio stati o11 ,
WHUR -FM (96.3).
'' My intent is no t to blast
WHUR ," said Gregory Cha rl es
Royal a 28-year-old producer/ composer ,1in regard to his dealings \vi th
WHUR.
Roya l played all · lhe in struments
for his latest single under hi s own
label , GCR Records.
''Wonderland ," a combination of
jazz, pop a nd R&B , \vas brought to
WHUR's music direc\.er Michael Archie by Monique Jones, promoter for
· GC R Records, in 1989.
Archie, who has been at \VHUR
for the past seven years, evaluates

songs for the stat ion and decides
which ones he thinks his audience will
en1oy.
.
According to Bobby Bennett , program director, WHUR receives more
than 100 new recordsJ'er week, both
from loca l artists an those on major labels. Although Archie listens to
each o ne, Bennett makes the final
decisions.
Even if the artist is well-known,
Bennett said, the record might not
a ir.
If he decides that it does not meet
s1andards, Archie keeps the record on
hold and fo llows its progress in other
markets, according to Bennett .
Royal said that Archie has no
musical backgro und and is not
qualified to determine what the
public will like.
I But Archie, a 1979 H oward
graduate, said he has been playing
keyboards most of his life and -t one

time played in local bands while in
high school.
Using his discretion and a portion
of his past musical experience, Archie
also checks to see if the record is doing well in other markets and in the
trade magazine rankings . It will then
get airplay whether Bennett and Archie like it or not, according to
Archie .
-- Although WHUR represents the
university, it is also a commercial station, which according to Archie,
doesn't give them much room to
experiment.
The average record is four minutes/
Jong, according to Royal , which he
said would not ''make or break
anybody's ratings ."
''Nobody in America that I know
played that record,'' Bennett said.
Bennett said that the song just

see Radio, page 6

UGSA recognizes success despite low funds
B~

b)· UGSA 1!1is year are the Alum11i LcctL1re Series last Septembe r,
1!1e ''Men of the Decade'' program and tl1e Annual Salute to
Black Womcn1 , both in October.
UGSA also publishes the
OMO \VE Jour11al , a publication
of African-American writings on
issues facing African-Americans.
a11d sponsors Project 20CX), a me11torship progra111 centered at a local
clen1entary school.
Additionally, the group funded
buses for Ho"'ard s1ude11ts 10 go
to Virginia.... Beach to support
fello\\' student Quinto11 Stovall,
'''t10 stood trial on charges related
co the Labor Day dist11rba11ce.
Accbrding 10 UGSA financial
ad,•isor Ja111es Peters, the event

Ceorge Da11iels

H'illto1) Sc aff

R epu11~r

i1h the Spri11g Black Art s
Fcsti\al jus1 a '''eek a\\•ay, the
111embers of the Undergraduate
S1ude111 A s~c 111b! )· are c11ding \Vhat
1!1e) belie'e \\as one of the 111ost
~t1.:ce~sful ~ears in the t1is1o r)· of
1l1e orga11izatio11.
Bl1t according to tl1is ~· ear' s
coordinator. Erik f\lathene\' ,
fi11a 11 ces did 11ot allO\\' the groUp
to acco1nplist1 all of: i1s-objecti\•es .
· · \\' e si rnpl~· ran out)of mone)',! '
t\t athene~ cold the n1embers o f 1he
inco111ing UGSA recer11ly. '' \Ve',,e
done 111 orc 1ha11 UGS A l1as do 11e
111 tl1e past."
A111011.ll tl10se e\e111~ ~ponsored
\\1

that the organization did sponsor
costs quite a bit. H e cited the
''Men of the Decade '' event as an
example of how expensive UGSA
prqgrams are.
\Vhile tickets for ''Men of the
Decade'' sold for only $5, the actual cos! of a pl~te was approxin1a1ely $20. The rvent ended up
cosJing UGSA $13,500.
Some of the other costs UGSA
faC(d this year were: Annual Sumrnei\ Picnic, which carried a price
lag , of $5,000 and the O MOW E
Jo4r _n~I. which cost $4,500 to
pul)l1sh .
According to UGSA ad ministrative assistant and editor of

Don't do drugs!
Get high on LIFE!
r

•

Crack Kills

a message frC?m H.U.D.~.
P.~:
.
1
.

see Spending, page 6
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
•
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SMALL BUSINESS .DEVELOPMENT CENTER

.-

AND THE
•

12 ENAISSANCE REAL.ESTATE INSTITUTE

out of your
next year's
academic load
· and bring your
Day that much closer --

Take a

CO-SPONSOR 1 ST ANNUAL

- Real EstateDay •

·ror1c:

Residential Rea l IZstalc Iu vcst tucut Strategies

l)A.r E:

Monday, Ap.ril 16, 1990

·rt Mto:

•
10:00
a.111. to 4:00 p.111 . (cornpli1ncntary lu ncheon at 12:30 p.111 .)

PLACE:

Howard University, Blackburn Center - Ballrootn

"

I

AGENDA:

GUESl' SPEAKERS:

10:00 a.ni.

Russell Sinunnns, Assistant Vice President , Citicorp
Savings Bank, Washingto n, D.C.

ll:OOa.1n.
•

12:30

p.ttt.

'

Attend

~athan i e l

1-larris, Vice President, Chase lvlan hattan
IJank, New York, NY

,.

'

KEYNQl'E SPEAKER:

Summer Sessions at Howard U

Vincent Lane, Chainnan. Chicago Housing Authority,
Chicago, Illinois

Session I: May 22- June 30
Session II: July 3 · A"gust 1.1

GUESl. SPEAKERS:

2:00 p.m .

Sl1cr111a11

l~agland.

Preside11t, National Associatio11 of

,

Black !{cal Estate Professionals, Washington , D.C.

3:00 , p.ni.

Vince Goffln,
Newark, NJ

Vice President,

Prudential

Realt y,
For more information, drop by:

\

•

'

'

Summer Sessions Office
Room 100
School of Continuing Education

Seating for tl1c co1npli111entary ba11ql1ct is Ji111ited . Please contact i ·he Sn1al\
Business Development Center at (202) 636-5150 no later than Wednesday •
April l l. 1990, to make your reservation.
I

,

•

NO SNEAKERS AT THE BANQUET, PLEASE!

•

(opposite the M.W. Johnson Administration Building)
.cir call:

636-6792
I

\

,

Howard Vn1vr rs11y
S1nal l Business Dcvclopmcn1 Ccn1cr

l

•
P.S.: Have a Howard U. Su.,1m~ r:

An rqual opportun.ity/affumative action institution

,

!
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·Howard lags behind
in local movement

S.E: trying
to rid area.
•
of crime

Mo? D.C. colleges support environfriental
efforts, start clubs, sponsor. activities
'
By Katrina Wilson

Earth Day 1990, an international

Hilltop Staff Reporter

effort 011 April 22, , will draw
1hol1sands of environmental activists
to the national Mall in Washington .
The National Minor ity Enviro111nen1a\ Conference, which took
place in the Blackburn Center April

College students in the District or
Columbia have joined the na1ion in
bringing attention to environmental
issues during the pas1 year, but
Howard Unversity students seerii to
be Jagging behind .
Gina Smith, a Howard senior, said
there is no official environmental
club at Howard because no one has
shown interest .
Srr.ith, an environmental st udies
major, -said one of the reasons for
lack or interest at Howard is because
environmentalists have previously
overlooked the African-American
community.
She said it is important tl1a1
Afri can-Ameri can communities
become informed . ''We are the people most affected because we are urban people,' ' she said.
''We have the worst water, the
worst air, toxic waste dumps are in
our areas causing birth defects and
miscarriages.''
Smith said she believes the media
attention to e11virdnmental issues,
and J·.vo events in particular, will
breed a greater interest among
Howard student s.

By Tyya Turner
Hilltop Staff Repo rter

9 and 10, was also seen as a vehicle
to mo1ivate more Howard student s.
'' I hope people will become committed and not just \Vant to pu l their
11an-res on a club roster," she said .
Ye,.,.ande Dada, a graduat e of
Speln1a11 College ~and a 11ational
organzicr o f Cooli t, a National
\Vildlifc Federa1ion program \V hich
helps college students start environn1en1al progran1 s at 1heir
schools, said programs a1 most D.C .
uni,•crsities are going \veil .
'' \Ve have st udent-led environmen1al
programs
u11der,vay
at
Geo rgctOYin, George Washington,
An1.1;,rican and at Howard [universi ti es ],'' Dada said.
''Tl1e projects that tl1e st udent s
have set up direc1ly or i11directl y
cha lle11ge then1 to take tl1e environment more seriously.' ·
Da\\'11 Buglion, a stude nt at
An1erican '''ho co-chairs the en vironn1ental cl1Jb there wirh Jasor1

photo by Kiet h Leadbetter

African-American neighborhoods ore frequently plagued with extreme environmental hazards, experts , soy.
Hicks, said their club is small but
ac1i,•c.
''A lthough tl1ere are over 70
registered members in the club, there
is usually a core grOlip of 20 people
at each meeting,'' Buglion said.
' ' Those 20 are really active. A lot or
people are in1erested and new people
arc comi11g all the time ."
A member of the Stl1dents for En vironn1ent a l Actio n at George
Wa shi ngt on Unviersity, Dana
Holish, said that although her school
is known to be pretl y conservative, a
101 of campus o rganizati ons have
been receptive 10 their efforts.
'' \Ve have ati· outreach program
ron student leaders o n campus to 1ry

Hy Yvonne Judice
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

In an effort to solicit political support from Howard Un iversity
students, Councilman John Ray will
speak in the Blackburn Auditorium
Monday at 7 p .m . He said he will introduce himself, explain his platform
and answer any questions.
As a candidate for D .C. mayor ,
Ray is presenting his vision of the
greatness all .can achieve through a
''workable , no-nonsense, eight-point
strategy," said his press correspondent, Margaret Gentry.
The No . I priority in Ray 's platform is education, she said. ''He feel s
that it would be necessary to establish
mandatory school attendance, begin-

and make conservation a total university effort,'' H ol ish said. ''We have
received a 101 of support. A nice article was even done on us i 1he campus' right -wing paper.''
Hokish, one of 35 members , said
the club will try to get everyone to do
his part .
''We have recycling bin s on campus,'' Holish said. ''We recycle our
campus newspapers and we are going
to have a fraternity recycling contest
\Vhere the winners are covered in the
paper.
''We are also trying to get st udent
government to limit the amount of
money each candidate can spend on
promotional flier s since !hey waste
large amounts of paper .

By Miiko A nderson

decides who gets funding under the
Commun ity Develop Block Grant.
''They give us enough money to
The Neighborhood H ousi ng Ser- operate bt1t not to do anything to
vices will spon sor a plumbing elaborate ," sa id Jud y Collaso,
workshop to show D .C. reside11ts neighborh.o od director. ''Our main
how to fix leaks, unclog drains, problem is that be<:ause our funds are
replace old fixtures andldemonstrate limi1ed, it's hard to publicize our serhow to install garbage disposals.
vices.''
The workshop will be held at the
She said, ''The NHS helps the com4th Dist rict Police Station on Satur-" munity to develop a since or com day, April 21 at IO a.m.
munity pride or al leas! we try to give
In order to participat e in the them a starti~g point. If \Ve ca.n give
workshop a $5 fee must be paid by people the tools or show them were
Wednesday April 18. The fee pays 10 go for repairs or assistance then we
for a two-hour instruction session have done or job."
and a bag of tools and accessories.
''I feel that organizations such as
The NHS receives its funding from this one definitely brings gives one
the Department or Housing and pride, knowing that they have the
Community Development whi ch p~ysica l capabilities to fix and mainreceives money from HUD . A ci1 y
se.e Home, page 10
government organization then
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

.

.

1

Councilme mber John Ray continues
in his vie for District moyor.
'' He \va nt s ,to make the communities of the Distric safe. He
" 'Ould do this by making sure 1ha1 1he
police department has the manpow<:f:
and resources to be superior to ttl~
cri minals.''
Ray's strategy also includes the
creation of more a nd better housing
see Ray, page 10
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In it s seco nd year, the Environmental Society at Georgetown
has received campus-wide attention
and, according to member Sean Captain, their club has been in three marches , one or which got them on CBS
Ne\vs.
Captain, o ne of 111 regist ered
members, said that the keys to having a succesrul environmental club
are getting the support of the administratio11 and to not be reall y
radical .
'' ll turns people off, although
we've done some rad ical things like
building a rain forest in the middle
or 9 ur student union so people could
walk through it," Captain said.

Ward 4 group sponsors
home repair workshop

Mayoral hopeful Ray
seeks student support
ning at age five, and to mcike su re
that all st udent s are taught the sk ills
they need to get jobs in this market,"
she said.
Along \vith his emphasis on job
preparation, Ray also ~ncourages the
grO\vth of serv ice induStries that fo rm
the economic base and pro111ote
commu nity-based development to acco mpli sh 1ninority economic emPO\'·:ermenl, Gen1ry sai d .
SJ1e said he also believes that it is
necessary to turn the correctio ns
system arou nd . ''As mayor, he wot1ld
require all prison inmates 10 study
and work on a regualr, daily
sc hedule," she said.
'' He a lso \vants to stop dru g traffic in pri sons by testing all inco min g
prisoners fo'r drug use.

I

I
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A group of residents in Sout heast
D.C. have taken steps to make their
neighborhood drug-and-crime free.
T he Advisory Neighborhood
Council of the Capitol H ill area of
Southeast, under the leadership or
Commissioner Cecil Shure, formed a
public safety committee to help
decrease the crime rate in the area, infamous ror shootings, drug transactions and assaults .
1'he committee works on anti-drug
programs, coordinates· marches to,
call public attention to the problem
or crime, holds forums on public
safely, and recruits volunteers for the
neighborhood " 'atch program.
Shure said the committee also
works 10 ''encourage more interparticipation with other area safety
groups and particpates in the community empowerment program . ''
The anti-crime efforts, according
to 1st District Deputy Chief Gary
Albrecht of the D.C. Metropolitan
Police Force, were initiated by 1st
District officers.
,.' Th e program, implemented to
change the s1yle of policing,'' has 20
beat
leaders
who
patrol
neighborhoods, make sure that proper police service is provided to the
community, and work with residents
co solve problems in the communily
before they become too large to easily
control,'' Albrecht said.
Caesar Marshall , an ANC staff
member since 1985, said the safety
committee was . organized around
1978.
It was formed - to gain an
understanding of what kind of
c riminal activity took place in the
area, to reduce it and to inform
reside nts or how to avoid it, he said.
Marshall said the committee
opera\ed for a few year~, but stopped
functioning around 1983 and remained dormant until 1988 .
Shure neglected to say whether the
committee 's revival was because of
an. increase in violence crime in the
neighborhood. '' I'm reluctant to
discuss that because people become
alarmed," she said.
The residents or Capitol Hill have
been having regular meetings with
police officers ana cooperati11g with
them by phoning ln the license plate
numbers or suspicious-looking people !hey see in their nei~hborhood s .
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didn't work for the Bureau of Akohol, Tobacco & Firearms.
Because a career with us could help put an end to a lot
of other careers-in crime. We're in need of Special
Agents to help enforce the la"' regarding firearms,
explosives and arson. Our work ~ critical, so our
applicatibn requirements are equally important.

BUR

~

four-year college degree ~ preferred. You must pass a
Treasury Enforcement Agent Examination. You must be a U.S.
citizen between the ages of 21and35. And, you must pass
a comprehensive medical and fitness exam. Acare.er as
a Special Agent? You may not have thought about it.
But just reading this ad proves that you're willing to
stand up to the type of people who hope you never do.

Of AlCDHOl, m

•

....

CALL 10DAY.

'

•

Call about our f""REE Informational Seminars!
Wash. DC
No. VA
244·1456
352-TEST

' who would rather you
The truth is, there are a lot of people

I

•
•

+
+
+

•

To apply, send your resume or SF-171 to: 1200 f\!nnsylvania Ave., N.W., Suite 4230 (AAC)', Washington, D.C. 20226.

•
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Betheseda
770·3444

11 vou 51111 remember
what
entered In the llllh .

-· _t

r:
grade sc ce fair, here's acareer
vou'll never forget.

•

Remen1ber v:hen .
}·ou stayed up half tl1e ·
night to finish your project
for school tl1e next da}·?
Remeniber the thrill )'OU.-"
felt when your bakingsoda \'Oicano actually
-....JLU~· .
Y.'Orked? Remen1ber back ..' ·. · ,..-;;o
when science was fun?
· ·
Recapture that feeling,. ; :,/
as a researcher at the
University of PeruJsy\vania.
• ,. ,
Here, )0011 work on irnnnr· · '1-'- :'
,... ,.
tant new areas of inquiry
in our dental . veterinary,
and medical schOQ!s.
,
And youU work with
)
others who, like

f 4

-·

..
•

•

•

•

~-

yourself. see the
process of scientific .
disco,·ery as its
own reward.
If you·re a 1990
graduate in Biology.
Chemistry or
Ps}·chology1 \\'e
encourage }'OU
to explore these
outstanding research
opportunities at
•
the University of
•
Pennsylvania.
It could be the
most important
discovery
•
}'Oll ve
0

made

since the
fifth grade.

VOL( ANO

i
For further Information, please
contact Nancy Salvatore at

9

~!~~ !;'~~7v~~~~:,i'

Pennsylvania, 418 Service

Drive, Blockley Hall, Room
124, Philadelphia, PA
19104-6021 .

:·

nL '~f
r ulyXL ~
An Equal Opportun1ty/Alf1tmat1ve
/lcttonEmployef
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continued from page t

continued from page 4
the GSA centers around its failure to
meet as a government body.
HUSA Policy Board Chairworr1an
Melissa Robinson suggested that
penalties be imposed upon those
presidents who fail to attend.
She said the lack of attendance
stems from a lack of knowledge
about how HUSA operates.
The constitution does levy a $20
fine for members who miss two
meetings . Robinson did not specify
any other types of penalties .
Accordi!lg to the HUSA constitution , the policy board is the ''highest
policy making body In student
go\?erment.
Robinson attributed the low attendance of this year's members to the
fact that the policy board did not
establish itself until September, after
rhe officers in the various schools had
been elected in 1he spri11g.
Only two mee1ings have been held
dl1ring the regl1larly schedl1led times,
according to Robinso11 , at wl1ich
there \vas no ql10rl1m.
She pointed out the Scl1ool of Law
as ont particular school thal is never
represented .

was studying when she smelled
smoke.
''I woke up n1y roommate, and we
left !he bl1ilding. I wasn'! upset
because I understand the potenrial
danger or a fire."

Freshman Duane Kennerly said,
''It became really dangerous with all
the people trying to push their way
out of the, front door, someone could
have been seriously hurt .~'
The fir~ depar1n1ent was not
• 1101 i fied.

''It became really
dangerous with all
tire people trying to
push their way out of
the front door.
''
- Duane Kennerl)'

"'

.

011 the other hand, The 'D .C fire

•

'

Depart111e11t blocked off both entrances to Barry Place Northwest in
case the fire at Ho\Yard Plaza became
a serious lhreac .
In both inslances, n1any students
ig11ored the fire alarms. Some blan1e
frequent prank s and false alarms fo.r
the poor response.
''Nowadays, \Vhen a fire drill
sou nds, n1y mind usually blocks ii out
because it is a natural occurrence,"
said Corey Morgan, a Howard Plaza
resident.
.
•• 1f there had been a real fire,
many people w.ould have djed or hav.e
been seriol1Sly hurt becailse the fire
alarms are so frequent and many people ignore then1, '' be added .
Janet Dillard , who has been Sutto11 Plaza's receptionist for the past
12 years, agrees that students are not
· responding 10 the fire drill s adequately, but also said, ' 'The procedures
Jfor sc heduling fire drills] are not be·in8 followed as closely as they used
10 be.''
·
I··
""
According 10 Lt. MarVln Parker,
the safely officer at the Howard
Uni\ ersi1y Securil}' Division , monthly
fire drills are supposed to be schedul ed al each of 1he university' s
dormitories.
' 'Drills are supposed to be once a
n1onth, but when there is a large
amount of false alarn1 s, v.•e usually
don'! have dri lls, " Parker said.

Sharp
continued from page 10
series of changes and revolutiQl'J§
which are taking place on campus.
''As I see the change in the administration , I see a change in the
campus, and I hope to fit in with that
change," Sharp said .
''I feel there's going 10 be a revolution on the can1pus in a positive sense
\vhere s1udCnts will have more say
and input in the way Howard Universi1 y responds to the social needs and
the educational needs of it s future,' '
he added.
Sharp said he hopes 10 work with
HUSA President -elect sApril Silver
and Vice Presiden1 -elec1 Ras Baraka
as well as those in UGSA.
The native of East St . Louis, II.
said his 1hrec major goals are to ' 'give
respec1 to organizations which are
due their respect like HUSA, make
HUSA more \'ivid a nd make the programs o f UGSA more visible .' '
He said one way 1hese goals can bt>

1

Radio

But, according to James Durant,
president of the-Student Bar Association which governs the law school, a
representative has been sent to the
meeting on three occasions and the
meetings were cancelled.
Addjtionally, he saw larger problems in such bodies as the policy
board and General Assembly.
''I view the policy board as
campus. We would like activities to
held at the west campus,'' he said.
Durant suggested that possibly
separating the graduate schools from
such bodies at the HUSA Policy
Board and the General Assembly
would be better for all concerned.
This year the policy board worked
to resolve a controversy surrounding
GSA Coordinator Ron .Green and to
involve students in the search for a
new university president.
The GSA controversy centered on
the assembly's failure to meet .all

Spending

According to Matheney, the
organization usually likes to leave
between $5,000 and 7 ,000, in the ac-'
•
'
count for the incoming administracontinued from page 4
tion to purchase supplies and other
materials needed to organize for the
the OMOWE Journal, Cornelius 11pcoming year.
Bate~, the groul'.! . had . hoped to . Peters Said they expect to raise
publi sh another ed1t1on this summer, $3,000-$4,000 from the Spring Black
but funds would not allow it.
Arts Festival.
Bates said he hopes the next adMathen·ey believes he has succecdn1inis1ra~ic;>n will be able to ~e J:!Ut out ed in ''putting UGSA orr the map.''
more ed1t1ons ~f the publ1cat1on.
''The challenge for you is to inMatheney said that even though crease the magnitude of the UGSA.
the group was not able to sponsor as We're the source of entertainment
many as e~ents as pla":ned, he was and enlightenment on this campus,''
pleased with the quality of those he told the members of the incoming
\vhich were held .
body.
''Some time we had to put out
In his final speech to the body at
n1ore [money],'' Peters said.
the most recent UGSA transitional
UGSA receives the largest amount meeting, Matheney challenged those
o f money from the Office of Student new members to continue to serve the
Activities for programs and opera- people and to take the organization
tions. They received $81,539 for the to heart.
1989-90 school year. According to the
''I really enjoyed the experience (of
HU ~A Co nstitution, UGSA is to being coordinator). I hope each of
receive 15 . 5 percent of the you takes the positions and the
u11dergraduate student activity fee. UGS~ to heart,'' he said.
But Mat~eney said enrollment was
Matheney will be succeeded by
rcd11ccd tl11s year, therefore they had Murphy Bell as UGSA Coordinator.
less 1no11ey tha11 last year's U_GSA. Bell takes over May 13 . ~

-

conti':'!ued from page 4
:I

.

'

didn't fit the r~dio station's style .
Roya} later revised the song but
v.:as. still unsuccessful at ge1ting
a1rt1me.
Royal also attempted to get the
revised version of the son·g played at
a WKKC, a Chicago student-run
radio station at Kennedy King Col lege, before taking it back to WHUR .
Tracie Williams, the promotions
director/ sales marketing manager
for WKKC, said the song was ''real
nice'' but there are no immediate
plans to put it into the station's
rotation.
I
Other Howard artists have also
complained about problems when
dealing with WHUR .
According to Fred Irby, direc1or of
the Howard University Jazz Ensen1 ble, WHl,.JR has not played any of the
records performed by the grol1p .
''We get much more airplay fro1n

~ear.

HUSA President Daniel Goodwin
recommended that the newly elected
presidents ''inform students on the
role of student government.''
The next policy board meeting will
take place during 1hc Student Leadership Workshop on April :!S spon sored by the Office of Student Activities. The specific time, dare and
location have no1 been announced.

UDC's station (WDCU -FM (90.1) ,"

he sa id .
.
Archie said that he has never
spoken 10 Irby, and the rationale
behind not " playing the ensemble ' s
n1usic is because of conflictrii.g s1yles.
But there are other individuals who
have approached WHL1R with no
problem s getting their n1aterial
played .
accomplished is through his constant
Charlie Jones, an '85 alumnus of
contact with various greek organiza1ions, as he regularly attends meetings Howard , said after going lhrough the
regular prOGC<fures, he hasn 't had a11y
o f the Pan-Hellenic Council, '1\'hich
problems.
consists of representatives from all of
''I don't think you ca n point the
the greek-l~tter groups on campus.
finger at WHUR . But I agree that
He brings to the position ex-' local stations should get behi11d local
perience as coordinator of education artists,'' he said.
Other Howard graduates who have
for Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity and as
the second place winner in the district have received airplay on WHUR in semi-finals of the American Forensics clude: Julia n' Company, The
Blackbirds, Ski Jhonson and Friends,
A.ssociation in prose .
•
'
and Michael Orr
of Madison Avenue.
''I like to help other people,"
To help new local artists receive
Sharp said. ''I look at everything op- time on the air, Royal submi11ed a
·rimistically to the point where it can proposal to WHUR containing wl1at
help me or benefit someone else . ''
he believes to be a reasonable proSharp will succeed Mr. Howard cedure . His suggesiion incll1ded play1989-90 Gerard Robjnson. His duties ing 'l ocal records at least twice per
will include escorting Miss Howard day .
in the 1990 Homecoming Pageant
''l thought it was great if we were
and being actively involved in all ac- a college station not competing in
tivities sponsored by UGSA next such a competitive mark et," Bennett
year.
said .
''We must accentuate !he positive ,
Archie said his decision 10 playeliminate the negative, remain on the
affirmative and stay away form e r not to play- a record is not based
anything that is in be1wecn," Sharp on personal feelings. ''You can't l1old
a hit back ," he said .
sa id . ,

He describes himself as romantic,
friendly and outgoing and enjoys going to parties and dancing.
''I tend to be at the center of
things," Bell said.

Murphy
{'Ontinued from page 4

He was anything but at the center
of UGSA. Bell, a virtual beginner in
Howard politics, is in his first term
as. a UGSA representative and has
never served in any student government position before on Howard's
campus .o

A11other problem facing the incoming UGSA will be the lac-k of
fl111ds to execute all the programs the
body \vishes to hold. Bell said h...
wants to examine UGSA ' s rt1rrent
$81,539 budget to see if the current
progran1s a re cost-efficient .
''I think a lot of things at Howard
He did not rule out cutting salaries become a political game. I just hap-..1
of the UGSA executive board.
pened not to be involved in that
He suggested more corporate spon- political game,'' Bell said. ''I don't
sorship and alumni sponsorhip as forsee any problem that will arise
well a.$ the underwriting of programs from my' lack of experience.''
by o rga11izatio ns as three major ways
''He's very organized. He sets his
to ge11crate n1ore revenue for the stu- goals and follows them,'' said Joseph
dc11t gover nme nt body.
Carter, a friend of Bell's. ''He's a
Bell hopes 10 accomplish his objec- •Very adaptable person.''
tives and be a student who is a stuIndeed these qualities will be
de11t leade r rather than a student necessary
to fulfill the duties of
leadr:· v.·ho is a student .
UGSA coordinator.
··so1neti mes leaders in the student
gO\'crnn1ent tend to be thrust on
Confident that he can do the job,
so n1 c type o f pedes1al . I plan to be Bell said that when his term ends May
11, 1991, he wants students to say
Ml1rph y Bell . I 1iust happen to be
M11rph y Bell \Vho's cdordinator of they've ''had the greatest year since '
UGSA. A f1cr my administration, I'll they've been at Howard and that is
because of UGSA."
still be Murph y Bel l,'' he said .
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Students design
By Jennifer Howard
Hilltop Staff Reporter

In an effort to house children of
Ethiopia left homeless by their
famine
strickened
parents,
sophomores and freshmen .in the
School of Architecture and Planning
have developed architectural designs
for a Sandafa Children's Village ..
Sandafa is a small town in Ethiopia
where 11.5 acres of land has been
donated by the Ethiopian National
Children's Commission for construction of an orphanage.

pholo b)" 1-' rank Byrd

M. Kogan, a scientist f1om Lenigrod disc·'S~es the coa1faence with o pcalicipu;11.

Howard hosts confere nee
on silicon inno·vations

The orphanage, which will house
5Q0 children, is a project of Ethiopian
Orphan Foundation. Moges Abebe,
founder o·f the foundation, said he
was called by God to find a home for
some of the 250 ..000 orphans whose
parents died during the 1984..,85
famine.

''

it will cost
International scientists examine complex research $50,000 a year [to
''No\v people are again slarting to run it] because we
By Carlon Kirton
realize the importan ce of this
Hillto p Staff
n1aterial," Harri s said .
• wiltbe selfsufficient
He commended Howard for being
Mor"e than 200 scientists '''orldwide
convened at Ho\vard, beginning fortunate to have 1he in sight to look by agriculture. ''
•

•

•

Repo rter~

Wednesday, 10 explore advances in
silicon carbide technology. ·
,.
The third lnterna1ional Conference .
was designed to provide an interna-.
tional forum ain1ed at developing
silicon carbide semiconductors and
circuits .
Dr. Gary Harris, ass.ociate director
of the School of Engine.ering's
Materials Science Research Center of
Excellence at Howard, served as 1he
conference chairman.
''One-fourth of 1he world is made
up of silicon. Silicon is an element of
the periodic table which can be found
in the earth's crust, just like hydrogen
or oxygen,'' he said .
According to Harris, silicon is
limited because of its physical properties, therefore , scientists 'must look
for new materials which have to be
engineered or created in a laboratory.
Because of the speed at which electrons travel inside of silicon, devices
made of silicon can only operate so
fas1,
he
,
spid .
According to Harris, this is not a
new phenomena .. Since the lat e '60s
and early '70s materials were being
looked at to replace silicon, however,
people gave up and the research died .

.,

into silicon .

Students have been able to take an

-Moges Abebe

active ,part in tl1e confere11ce by
presenting research which they have

doile in conjunction with Dr. Michael
Spencer, director of Howard's
Materials Scieoce Research Center of
Excellence .
''Th~

conference

ha s given1

Howard an\opportunity to show the
expertise 1hat lies here in our
laboratories and to make others
aware of our-capabilities,'' said· Virgil
Shields, a studen1 seeking his doc1oral
degree in solid state electronics.
- According to Shields, students are
at1empting to do something that no
one else has managed to do, that is
to grow in bulk form a cubic form of
silicon carbide.
Discussions focused on advancing
silicon carbide technology to improve
and increase applications of the eltx:tronic semiconducting material .
' 'l [wcls] looking forward to hearing about all the new things in the
growth of silicon carbid~ and also
new devices being made on silicon
carbide," said Irvine Kenneth, a
see Silicon, page 10
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Many people in Ethiopia ate
isolated, they have their own farms
and water supply and rarelY come into contact with ou1siders.
When the famine struck, these
farmers tried to borrow (money to
buy food] with little success. In order
to be able to eat they had to sell their
farm equipment even though it would
be needed Abebe said. Soon, they
had no food and began to starve.
After starvation claimed paren1s,
children were left alone for the
government to care for.
However, according to Abcbe, the
Ethiopian government and private,
agencies can only accommoda1e
20,000 of the 250,000 orphans.
''It will cost $1.3 m'illion to build
and run it for the first year, but it will
cost $50,000 a year Ito run it] because
we will be sett·-suificient by using
agriculture,'' Abebe said.
First and second year stude11ts were
asked to create a design for an orphanage for 500 children of various
ages which would include living units,

•

~thiopian

orphanage

classrooms, an administration
building, a clinic, a multi-~prpose
"enter, a cafeteria, employee hlbusing,
guest quarters; stores and agricultural
facilities.
In preparing their designs, students
had to be n1indful of the building site,
the chilren's needs, the climate and
available materials.
Three teams had 12 hours in 'vhich
to develop their creative ideas on
March 31 and on April 7 they
presented their designs in the School
of Architecture and Planning. All
1>lans will be considered for the
orphanage.
The tean1 comprised. of Carl Bruce,
Kenya Hi11ds, Ashley Magloire, Marc
Massay, Felton Skeeter and Dunrico
Williams stressed culture and history.
''We redefined the hut. We wanted
the children to have a sense of iden- ,
tity and to be able to identify with
their ct1lt11re.
''We did no1 want to put up a
super modern Americanized structure . We wan1ed a structure to give
them a se11se of who they are,'' said
\Villiams , a sophomore in the School
of Architecture and Planning.
Samson
Desta,
Bezabehi
Getachew, Lily Assefa and Louis
Sinclair's team were concerned with
economy, practicality and the easiest
'vay to build rooms close together so
everyone could [experience a closeknit family environment].
''This was a good way of learning
how to use resources of the Third
World,'' said Assefa, a sophomore in
the School of Architecture and
Planning .
The team of Jamil Hamilton,
Nicole Jordan and Kenya Smith
stressed education.
We wanted not only physical and
food support but we wanted them to
be supported mentally and spiritually to create a total environment,
Smith said.
Advisors for the three teams were
Prof. Victor Dzidzienyo, chairman of
the departmen1 of architecture, Prof.
John Chen, who assisted with graphic
presentation, Prof. Robert Beathea,
.who assisted with computer graphics,
Elena Comrie, president of the
School of Architecture and Planning
and Esther Lopes .

/

photos tourlHJ of E1hlopl1a Qrilb1a Fou ndation

.

The Ethiopian Orphan Foundation asked Howard orchiNcture students to
submit designs for on orphanage to house 500 children. A devastating
fomine struck the country in 1984 forcing many familiu into starvation.
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Moges Abebe (right) expklined the need for the oiphoetoge and twelwi studle Ifs sketcbect plans for the building.
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A more perfect union
It h~ been only a short \vhile but so far, \Ve
like what we see in Dr . ·Franklyn Jenifer .
The new president has clearly outlined that
Howard should not be all things to all people .
His vision is of a top qualit y universit y
revitalized and competitive across the board
in stude\lt services, facilities and faculty.
It gave us great hope to Eiljld in " New Di rec ..
· tions" magazine (April 1990) that our president's focus is "to try to attract and retain the
very best [faculty] in their areas as they can."
I Howard is only as good as the education it
'has to offer. We feel Dr . Jenifer recognizes
that the faculty joins students as this institution's greatest treasures . With him, we have
in sight the end of a faculty and student brain
drain away from here to the top predominantly
white schools. We, like Dr. Jenifer, "would
like to think they ' ll be scrambling to get back
to Howard in the next couple of years ."
But even in the last couple of weeks, our
confidence has gro\vn tbat Frank Jenifer is the
man to stand up for Howard and take us into
the 1990s. His peers in the \vorld of higher
education speak of him with glowing praise
and respect. More importantly , we sense he
respect s us not only as students but as part ' ,.

As an alumnus and District native, his
perspective on the essence of this institution
is rare. As a result, he can understand the need
for Howard to have a special environment for
its own 'S \veil as a bond with the community . Jenifer's statements have made us believe
he is sincere. He has said he wants Howard ''to
be the place in this country that all black people feel is their home . . I want them to feel
that Ho,vard is theirs · . ... I want Howard to
make a difference."
An unprentious man, Jenifer has vowed to
stay a\vay from phony, empty cere!llonial
gestures. He won ' t eat lunch with us in the
cafeteria simply because he doesn't eat lunch
at all. We're not asking him to force down
anything he can't stand and we're assuming
he won ' t ask the same of us .
The road ahead is paved \vi th optimism and
hope and promise. At last we've begun to feel
the right man is here torlead the way down it.
'

•

'
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One 1hing I also quietly observed
was the rude behavior displayed by
C hri s
Co leman ,
sophomore
president-elect of the College of
'
Liberal Arts . He once loud-talked
Dear Editor,
I am writing to voice my ut1er Phillip Hayes when all Phil wanted
displeasure with the Residence Hall was a fair shot for his teammates to
competitions. I was a member of the play in an event whcih was already
Howard Plaza Towers team and we decided by Ron Harris that the
were discriminated against, even Towers team had lost, without even
before the events began. For the most co mpeting. Is this the kind of person
part, it went fairly well. The banquet we want representing our school : one
was superb, ho\vever one man who is who is boisterous, arrogant and
totally at fault is Ron Harris, a · coc ky?
I urge you to rethink your priorities
counselor at Drew Hall. He had too
much to do with the o utcomes of ' on this, because we might be making
everything, and he always played his a seri ous mistake and not even know
favorites towards his insensitive peo- it .
ple from Drew Hall.
AnyhOWJ as I was saying, · Ron
- __L
- --... ..-,..

Playing favorites

" I
•
th
F 0 II 0WJng e ru es

Jet are filled with advertisements showing .
blacks glamorously killing themselves with
carcinogen-laden sticks of tobacco. And most
tragically, the streets and playgrounds of our
communities are plastered with billboards using a variety of subliminal techniques to sell
death to our people.
But, across the country in cities such as
Oakland, New York and Chicago a movement
has been born to put an end to this genocidal
reality. Black people have been getting together
and marching through their communities painting over cigarette-advertising billboards.
We are calling on Howard students to take
the lead in bringing this movement to the
District of Columbia . The police (particularly Marion Barry's police) can hardly afford to
haul hundreds of students to jail simply for
trying to preserve black life.
We are always full o( rhetoric about the
need for Howard student~do something for
the community, to demonstrate that we are
concerned . Well, here's a perfect opportunity
for us to do something relatively easy to accomplish. For the sake of our people, let's take
action now .

'

There is in this country a growing and
dangerous movement toward censorship in the
music industry, with groups and organizations
claiming to represent the conscience of the nation forcing record stores to pull records off
their shelves and introducing legislation which
would make transform their sense of morality into the law of the land.
· Although rock music has been a target of
this attack, the main victims of this censorship
have been hip-hop or.' rap music. Beginning
with labeling a few years ago to the current attempts to ban records by groups such as Two
Live Crew and N.W.A., hip-hop has been
under fire as a musical category.

•

to the Editor

'

of c~nsorship

l

L~tters

•

Harris was totally unfair, not even
allowing us a fair chance to compete
in some events. He often bent and
manipulated the rules just so we
couldn't win or even place. We took
our defeat graciously, even though_
total defeat wasn't ours to accept. He
broke the last straw when he changed the rules of the volleyball game the
morning of the competition and we
had no say-so of it.
Talking about Ron Harris male.es
me sick to my stomach . . . . Stop
trying to protect Drew Hall. I
welcome any and all responses.
Rick Flaire
Freshman
Sc.boo! of CQm muoicat~
'l

"

'

Bad health could easily be said to be the
number one problem facing the AfricanAmerican community. Evidence of this reali·
ty can be found almost · daily in the media .
African-Americans suffer higher infantmortality rates and lower life-expectancies than
people in some 'Third World countries. Our
rates of cancer, diabetes, lead poisoning .and
countless other health problems are almost
uniformly higher than those of the general
U.S. population.
A !t African-American college students being
educiited for leadership, it is our responsibility to be conscious .of how actions taken by institutions in American society affect our people. And one of the most deadly institutions
in America is undoubtedl y the cigarette
industry.
Their attempt earlier this year to launch a
new brand of cigarettes aimed specifically at
the black community was just a blantant ex- .
ample of much longer and more successful
campaign Which has resulted in blacks being
\he only group in American society in which
cigaretite smoking is still increasing.
Blat k-owned magazines such as Ebony and

' J

'

ners in this educational endeavor.
The more \Ve learn about the man, the more
\Ve believe that the presidential office does not
have to belong to an invisible man, a stranger
to the peopJe he leads.

Who will make these kinds of decisions and
what would qualify them to do so? We can be
quite certain that the main decision-makers
would not adequately represent the black community, or even the interests of young people
in general.
What would be the criteria for the exclusion
of certain records and the inclusion of others,
where would they draw the line? This kind of
censorship could easily become political nature
silencing other hip-hop artists who promote a
revolutionary message such as Public Enemy
or Boogie Down Productions.
One of the supposed foundations of
American democracy · is the right to free
speech, to express oneself without fear of
reprisals or censorship. This is the first amendIts critics have Jong claimed that it promotes
ment in the Bill of Rights of the United States
violence,, irresponsible sexual activity and
. '
'
degredation of women. It is rarely noted that ., Const1tut1on.
· To start a trend of censorship in the music
hip-hop, like any other kind of music, has its
industry would be a dangerous step forward
responsible and positive artists, as well as those
in the ~ransformation of this country into a
who promote negativity.
fascist state with the government acting as the
We do condemn those artists who irrespon"thought-police" for the people.
sibly fill the minds of our youth with tales
Although we reserve the right to voice our
which glorify gang warfare and sexual exdispleasure when artists use negativity to sell
ploitation. But we also recognize that the
records, we reject the attempt of a few to
government has not right to make decisions
about what we should and should not be allow- ' ~ransform this government i11to the "thoughtpolice" of American society.
ed to hear in our music.

I
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I o those students who nave been
delllycd resu lt s.
\t is the responsibility of the SIU- , willing to keep an open mind and
.
dent council to oversee the election view the facts objectively, I commend
De3;r Editor', . .
0 process and ensure a lack of bias and you. It is your future that will be
Since the beg1nn1ng of my tenure fai rness for all. Contrary to popular determined by the next election.
For the record, let me assure -you
as president of the School of Com- opinion, tha·t is not the responsibilimunications certai11 student council ty of the sc hoo l 's dean or that no candidates were singled out
by the student council to be ,'-'doggedcandidates in the' last elections and admini strators.
,
their many misguided supporters
' The e le~tion process is a student out,'' nor were there any candidates
have attempted to defame all efforts function and a student right. This treat~ith favoritism.
Furthermore.
contrary
to
of the student council.
right should not be usurped by the
Although I would like to ve11tilate school's administrators and should stalements in The Hi/ltop, all canmy frustrations and lash out at those by protected by the student council. didates had access to the guidelines.
The student council was faced with
who have misrepresented the role of
To clear up an inaccurate statet~e student council in the last elec- ment in an issue of The Hilltop, a very difficult task-one that this
t1ons process and defamed the Thomas Pierre did not disqualify any student council president has never
faced. We attempted to follow the
character of student council officers ca ndidates .
and the election committee chairman,
Roy Southerland, in accordance constitution and ''do the right
being the responsible adult that I am, \Vith his responsibi lities as mand·a ted thing.''
If our good will and attempt to
I will only attempt to.., di spel any by the elec tion guidelines, disfollow procedure offended anyone,
misconceptions student s may have of qualified the candidates.
,
wha1 occurred.
This \vas done for what was in his we do not apologize.
First of all , on behalf o f the stu- opi11ion a wi llful disregard of the But in view ot· the facts at the time,
we did the best we could.
dent council, l apologize for any in - election committee guidelines.
conviences caused by the delay in the
These candidates, as well as others,
election process . Unfortunately, had access to the election guidelines. Thomas Pierre
when particular individuals decided Only Iva n Bates and George Daniels President, School of
not to fol low proper procedures, it chose not to follow those guidelines. Communicatioi1s

Sorry HU, we only
dared to be different
.

Dear Editor,
We are proud to say thal our ralenl
show act represented Slowe Hall in
the Residence Life Talent Show
which took place April 6, 1990.
At the re'quest of the dorm
manager , I am supposed to submit a
letter of apology because our act apparently offended many st udents and
negatively tainted the reputation of
Slowe Hall.
-•
Although we can see where these
feelings may lh ave manifested
themselves in the minds of many,
frankly speaking, we do,not care and
have no regrets .
On the one hand, we do apologize
to the women who were offended by
a particular gesture and lyric of the
song.
We also apologize to the faculty
and staff who were offended since no
one but ourselves are responsible for
'

' '
o ur actions
.
On the ot her hand, we do not
apologize fOr the act in and of itself,
If the display triggered feelings such
as shock, awe, surprise and disgust,
then it accomplished exactly what it
set out to do-inspire a memorable
a nd effective catharsis.
Let's fa ce it, most students at
Howard are so dull, conservative and
oriented toward the _status quo that
the negative reactions to the performance do not surprise us.
Look at the facts: students are willing to hear eight different versions of
the gospel choir; students
"1tent
with lip-sync acts where the .....cord
skips three times; and students. are
willing to endure several superficial
cla ims of bonding with the
'
.
commumty .
•
Then"Bfter all that is over, students
have the nerve to claim that they have
attended a talent show .
Where many of you claim that we
have madeJ ools of ourselves, we just
laugh and say that we have only made
fools of you just by the mere fact that
your opinions are but a miniscule

Letters guide
The Hilltop welcomes
)IOUr views on any public
issues .
We routinely condense
letters for space. We also
correct errors ofstyle, spell·
ing and punctuation.
We publish only
original, factual material
addressed to us.

•

drop in the bucket.
Although people entitled to their
opinions, this is where the majority
of HU students go wrong-they care
too much about what others think.
If we have learned one thing from
this attempt to display genuine
amateur talent without a record
player or a chorus line, we have learned that it only takes two people. a
guitar, a harmonica and raw energy
to provoke controversy at Howard
University.
As it now stands, in the eyes of
most HU students, we bear the mark
of felons . We have transgressed the
ultimate unwritten law of Howard
University. On April 5, 1990, we
committed a crime: We dared to be
different .
1
To all those who supported us, we
give thanks and salute you. Also, if
anyone has a videotape of the show,
we would like to critique the act for
ii;nprovements. To the rest: Wake up
and live.
James Cook
Slowe Hall

'

'

'

We do ntJt publish
poetry or open letters.
Facully and administrators are encourag·
ed to write and share their
ideas and innovations.
Letters, as well as com·
mentaries, must be typed
and signed, complete with
full address and telephone
number.

I

'

"The opinions~
on the Editorial Page of
The Hilltop do not
necessarily reflect the opinions ofHoWard Unlversi·
ty, its administration, the
Hilltop Board or the stu·
dent body. "

.
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Commentary
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Yolanda Nelson

Immorality
lurks at HU
•

t:R.ANK.LYN

'A

~ENtFEQ.

Perspectives

/-4A' -c

S.AY ~

THERE WON'T
BE L o N C.. L1 NE S Ar
R.El.i IS T ~AT IC N •If• I•

. ~ :r.

~µA

It walks to and fro' seeking whom it may
devour. Certainly, this sounds li.ke a clear
description of Satan (for all of the Bible

scholars). But actually, this is a clear
descriptiQn of immorality, which is edified
through some of our students of Howard·
University, particularly one in which I was

confronted.
·
It's clear to me that perhaps some of us
v are not as diligent in our effons to earn the
·~ grade by learning the subject matter .
Maybe I'm not realistic, after all, this is

!

'

"• •

1990, ,huh?!
Am I wrong to think that maybe I should
have something in common with the selftaught Booker T's, the outspoken Malcolm
X's; the creative Langston Hughes's, or
even the civil rights leaders like Martin
Luther King Jr .
Well, I beg to differ with you! And I beg
to differ with the ~ mmoral conscious of the
brother who ti.a d the audacity, the
mitigating gall to ask me to get access to
the grade sheet to change his grade for the
following reasonS: ''(I) I have 21 hours; (2)
I don't have time to study; j(3) I need to
pass this class, real bad!''
Well, let me say this to you and all who
are like you. (I) If you can't handle 21
hours, don't take 21 hours; (2) If you don't
have time to study, why are you -in school
anyway?; (3) We all need to pass classes.
Are you so special tbat your need is greater
than others? I think not!!
One thing is certain in my mind . You
won't be able to ear11 enough mone y in
your lifetime to convince me to do
something like that. Sure bu si ness is
business, but might 1 warn you to incorporate some common sense into your
business sense. Yes, there exists so'me who
respect themeselves enough to not succumb
to the incentives of your schemes. Politics
. only last so long . Soon, the walls will break
down!! It will devour you until you' ve
reached total destruction!!
'F1' the immoralist : Please, if you have
no respect for yourself, respect others
eriough to not get them involved in your
schemes.
To the student body: Don' t let these type
of people convince you to tid yourself of
a respectable level of pridi;; an.d dignity .
Such people should not even "exist, especially amongst Afro-American·s.
\\'e must work twice as hard .as our white
' dounterparts to get anywhere: We do not
need the pitfalls of ignorance and self-hate
to follow us into corporate America. We
have enough problems as it is!

The writer is a student ·iri r.he School of
Business.
' ~ ...... ~,~··
- - - . . \ L M-~~ · \---,
~
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James R. Gr(lnger II

Christianity begets materialism
'
-In the March 30 issue of The
I :26-27, Ms. Banks failed to explain why God is plural. I am also
Hilltop, Valerie Bank s expressed
waiting for an explanation as to
disagreement \Vith an article writ the presence of women in Genesis
ten by me in the March 16 issue .
I :26-8 when Eve isn't created unI would like to now answer so me
til 2:23.
of her questions and further address C hristian philosoph y.
Ms. Banks stated that Genesis
2: 12, ''and the gold of the land of
Ms. Bank s stated that Christhe good'' refers to the land of
tianity has provided unity for
Havilah which has never been
African-A mericans and we should
not condc11111 each other on the
found. The existence of Havilah is
irrelevant. The fact remains that
basis of religious differences . ·
Uniti11g a group of people is no1
Genesis
2:12
sanc tifies
a\\vays a positi\'c thing in itself.
materialism.
Hitler united the German people
The preoccupation with gold is
also evident in Exodus 11 :2-3:
utilizihg false premises and conse•• ... speak now in the hearing of
quently 1he Third Reich was short
lived . This is an example of the
the people, that they ask, every.
law of Truth or Consequences beman of his neighbor and every
woman of her neighbor, jewelry of
ing violated.
gold and silver."
I didn't intend to condemn
anyone for their religious beliefs.
Exodus 11 :2-3 also illustrates
I recognize everyone's right to
that the Egyptian were not responsible for their alleged actions,
practice their religion . However , I
do reserve the right to question
'' ... the lord gave the people favor
in the sight of the Egyptians ."
their religion .
Ms. Bank s also asserted that,
God was responsible for the Egyptians giving up their gold and
'' Wen~ 10 stop wasting our time
silver. ,
argui11g over the causes our problems and move forward to fi n- --. Exodus 14:4 stales, ''And I will
ding solutio11s. ·• I cannot see a - ·harden pharoah's heart." God
way o f finding solutions wi1hou1
was responsible for the alleged
first finding the ca uses of our
atrocities performed by the
Egyptians .
problems.
My questions are: Why was
\Vh e n addr~ssing Genesis

'

/

/

(

'

The w€J!er is a radiogr_aphy major in
1he College of Allied Hea//h.

Dr. Mar:ining Marable

In the aftermath of Nel so n

'

8:44 as the ''father of liars.'' lfthe
devil is a lie we can conversely concludC that God is the truth . John
8:44 is congruent with the Law of
Truth of Consc!quences.
Jesus also denies being diV:ine as
Christians often believe him to be.
Mark 10:18 reads, ''Why do you
call me good? No one is good but
God alone."
In other words, only the truth
in nature is divine not a mortal
man . By taking away Jesus'
humanity, distorting the meaning
of his teachings and denying us
~now ledge of our history we have
been kept suppressed.
I hope that I have provoked interest 1n the traditional African
concept of God.
Remember that it is difficult to
argue with someone's philosophy
when you don't know what it is.
The philosophy I practice is illustrated in Adam, The Altaic
Ring, & ''The Children of the
Sun.''
· I hope that in the future, a .
Christian will read about my
philosophy and raise questions
JUSt as I have done with C hristian
doctrine. That way we can all
tea:rn.

as a means of suppressing black
people. In his book, Stolen
Legacy, James states, ''Never let
us forget that the Roman
emperors Theodisius and ) ustinian
were responsible for ,the abolition
of the Egyptian Mys~eries that is
the culture system of the black
People and also for the establishment of C hristianit y for its
perpetual suppressioq . ''
I was accused of ma'king excuses
for the cause of the fall of our people. I was not making excuses. According to Dr. james and
C hancellor Williams, I was stating ,
a historical fact.
Ms. Banks expressed the hope
that I can respect her for her solution . I can respect her right to
practice her religion .
However, I cannot respect any
religion that expresses the idea of
''chosen people." Nor can I find
solutions to prdblems without frrst
finding the cause of the problems .
Traditional African religion dictates that God is the truth embodied in the laws of nature .
One becomes closer to God by
learning the laws of nature. I have
le~d that Truth or Conseqliences is a natural law of
survival .
Jesus desctibecl the devil in John

gold and silver a priority for God
and Moses? Why are so many of
the cars with ''clergy'' ·liCense
plates Cadillacs?
Why were the Egyptians punished for the things God caused them
to do? Where in the Bible cJ..pes
God forgive the Egyptians?
Ms. Banics also asked how our
ancestors could have endured
hardship if Christianity serves no
purpose other than to stigmatize
and instill self-hatred among black
people.
Black people have endured
hardship without Christianity.
Also, the fact remains that we
have never been prosperous as a
people while practicing Christianity . In fact, our community is
rapidly deteriorating.
As I stated before, unification
in the wrong direction can be
deadly . Nazi Germany and
Jonestown are classic examples.
... I cannot understand how one
can worship a God who has a
''chosen peoj)le'' and reconcile
that with a belief that all men are
created people. The Egyptian
Book of the Dead sates, ''He
giveth light upon all peoples."
Black histo ~iins such as
Chancellor Williams and George
G .M. James point to Christianity

I

The masses fuel change

.................... .
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S. Africa

'

l

dustries, the Johannesburg Stock Exchange Overall Index dropped 7 .5
percent in only three days .
Foreign investors, bankers and
many white-held corporations are
frightened by the economic instability
and uncertainty which is forcing the
apartheid regime to seek some kind
of negotiated peace with the ANC .
Hgwever, the fundamental driving
force of progressive change inside
South Africa has always been and remains, the masses of oppressed
African people, the chief Victims of
the terror and brutality which is
· essential for apartheid's 'survival.
What has motivated these
countless women and men to make
such sacrifices, to bury their sons and
daughters mowed down by police
bullets and clubs, to engage in
economic boycotts, to burn their pass

countless victims because his arm is
~andela's release from prison , the
tired.
S9u\l) African system of apartheid
South Africa released Mandela, in
haS reached the beginning of its end . part, because it has surrendered all
Last month one government white political and moral credibility in the
official predicted that the dictator- \ world and ' even among many of its
ship of white minority rule would' ._1own white citizens.
disappear within five yea rs.
South Africa's white economic
Mandela 's liberation has caused elite, those who control the major
many white \Vestern observers to banks and busine$ses, have been forcpraise and en1brace the actions of ed 10 the negotiating table because of
apartheid boss F.W . de Klerk, call- the power of sanctions.
i11g this wh ite supremacist a South
Under economic pressure South
African ''version of Mikhail Gor· Africa's white population experiencbachcv."
ed spirallinf unemployment and a
The effort is 10 present de Klerk as reduction o their purchasing power .
so me type o r liberal statesman, The value of apartheid's currency;
deSpite his regime's record of human plummeted.
right s crimes against black people .
In February, when Nelson
One does 001 thank a political Mandela was released, and he
sadist who put s away his well-worn reasserted the ANC's long-held obwhip after bloodying the backs of jective of nationalization of key in-

books?
They ~ght and continue to fight,
for powerful democratic ideal, a
government and society without institutional violence and racism.
South Africa without apartheid
would be a productive and fertile
land, a nation of wealth, education
and culture. A democracy without
racism, inferior schools, police terrorism and surveillance, segregated
residential districts, and economic inequality, is the vision which can
become a reality, but only with continued struggle .

Dr. Manning Marable is professor of
political science and sociology at the
University of Colorado, &ulder.

Monica Swann

•

Boycott Va. Beach
After attending the student summit
sponsored by the Interracial Bllsiness
and Civic Coalition of Virginia
Beach, I find the article ''Talks Attempt to Heal Scars of Va . Beach''
which aQJ>Cared in the March 30 edition of The Hilltop a somewhat overly optimistic, if not outrightly false,
picture of what the talks surrounding
the Virginia Beach incident were attempting to accomplish .
Let me first explain that the sum-

'

mit, which had as its goal to "find
•

•

•

'"

solutions'' to lhe problems which
arose last year"f'n Virginia Beach,
turned out to be a o ne-sided discussion with the IBCC and its various
committees.
They informed student leaders of
the steps which have already been implemented ''to improve the image of
Virginia Beach."
Understand that the Va. Beach official~ had pre-determined their solutions and therefore suggestions from
st udents such ·as- the one for a national public apology fell upon deaf
ears.
In fact, the pattern of the talks was
to avoid discussing the events of last
year and concentrate efforts on the
upcoming Labor Day weekend.
Hence, a tone of ''let bygones be
bygones and let's get on'' was set.
Students from Howard, Norfolk
•

rounding the chaotic, Labor Day
weekend .
The responses from the panel comprised of merchants, city officials,
representatives from the panel and
from the Va. Beach police were often
inadequate and/ or patronizing. I
For example, one student posed a
question as to how much of the
estimated $15-25 million in profits
from the weekend were channeled
back into the black community.

by special committees such as the
Labor Day Revie,w Committee and
the IBCC composed, partially, of the
same people from Va. Beach who
refused initially to grant accommodations to those seeking to plan the
Greekfest activities .
As African-Americans, we must
view these events sharply from a
historical perspective. We cannot
enter the minds of the Va. Beach officials and determine what their
motivations are.
We can, however, view the actual
occurrences which took place as a
result of those motivations.

Lin1tood Branch, president of the

We can logically conclude that if

State and other colleges in attendance
continued, however, lo question the

~~~~~~~~~f::Sn::S~~!~~~~~~!ndds~~

Va. Be~h Hotel/ Motel Association
r~spondtid, "Maybe that would be a
nice gesture.''

Again and again one heard that the
efforts being made were an attempt
to ''improve the image of Va .
Beach.''
, ''Healing the scars'' dealt to the
Africll;ll-American community as a
result of last Labor Day was not a
topic for open discussion.
Let the record also reflect the suggestions for the increased presence of
more African-American policeman as
opposed to European· American
policemen.
Also, identification bracelets for
ho~el security reasons were suggested ·

'

1ng a proponent of finding other
places to celebrate the long Labor .~'f Day Weekend.
·
M y stance has not changed. -1,
along with many other participants at
the summit, support a full economic
boycott of Virginia Beach.
Many argue with this position
stating that we have a right to be
there; this is no longer an issue. The
issue is that Va. Beach profits an
estimated $1S-2S million dollars an-.
nually from us as a community.
Therefore, we no longer have to go
''sit-in'' at Virginia Beach and bq:
them for respect .
We can take our monies e1scwhcrc
(into our own communities) and
receive the respect and cOurtcsies ow.. ~
ed to every human beiq. ·
And we stand to profit, as a com-munity; this is our opportunity to
practice self-empowerment rather
than discuss it as an intellectual
exercise.
Let us learn from the struale of
our brothers and sisters in -South
Africa. Just as economic sancliom
•
arc breaking down the walls of opartheid, economic sanctions here wil
get us the just and human treatment

the intense police presence of·last year
served to heighten frustrations and
trigger the conflict, incrc8sed police
presence, as was proposed for this
year, will also increase the conflict.

And a black mtlf! in riot gear with
a gun responding to orders is as, if
not more, threatening as a w_hite man
·in the same situation.

I disagree with the policeman at the
Police-Student Relations workshop
who cited that ''the nature of the
beast . . . is to respond more
positively to black supervision than
to white supervision.''
Young African-Americans are not
beasts in need of containment. I was
quoted in the article last week as be-

we deserve!

•

'
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1990-91 Mr. Howard Wins
position without 'o pposition

'

·s ilicon
"

continued rrom page 1

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

As the only fornially declared
candidate, 19-year-ol.Q .Kanili
Sharp will reign as Mr. Howard
University 1990-91.
According to A' Donna Carr,
administrative secretary for the
Undergraduate Student Assembly
and coordinator of the 1990-91
Mr. Howard com~tition, Sharp
was the only candidate to file the
required application and 200-word
essay with UGSA by the
designated deadlilne.
Carr said the deadline, which
was originally set for Friday, April
6, was eXtended unti l earlier this
week , at the request of other
students who had secured applications to run .

•
11

r

April 16 as one of the events of the

have a 2.5 cumulati\'C g.p...a., be a

least a junior or non-graduating
senior and participate in ·at least

one campus activily.
Sharp, a junior hotel manage'ment major, is a member o.f the
Martin Luther King, J.r. Forensic

Society, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Alpha Chap1cr, Inc . and a

forn1er member of the Hov1ard
J.Jqiversit:Y marching and concert

bands.

.

'

. '

I
The new Mr . H oy,·ard said he
sees hims~lf as fit1i11gJ!' wi1l1 the
see Sharp , page 6
.

I

1

Ray

contiflued from page S
ta1n a home,'' says Leatrice Abram
D.C. resident and Howard student.
~any fee l that the NHS program,
des igned to assist residents of Ward
4, is a welcome breath of fresh air.
'' I ~ee! t~at the program is a very
good 1nt1at1ve because man y people
would stand to lose their homes
otherwise, where as the difference
be1ween a foreclosure and ke~ping a
house may depend a single repair ''
said Marie_-Lynn Sephocle, a Howa~d
professor 1n the Romance Languages
department. She is also a Ward 4
. resident.
l
The NH-S, ; along with its
workshops, also has a financia l pro-·
gram which assists quali fied applicants in obtaining home improvemenl loans and home seller assistance
loans.
The goal of NHS is to achieve self
reliancy. ''Once we achieve self
reliancy we will have done our job
bl1t unfortunately it takes be1ween
5- 10 years for a neighborhood to
become self reliant," said Collaso.
Abrams said, ''I feel that organizations teachs one to be self-relian1
which in it self teaches one to h~ve
pride. "
1
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Maharishi Ma hes It Yogi
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A Scientifically Validated Program to Unfold Your Full Potential
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''Know what you are, and act from your
full potential."
.
-Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
I
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Salary: $31,400/year
The C1ry of San Jose is offering a unique and exciling opportunity tor an energetic
and dynamic tierson lo gain hands-on experience and insight into /op level city
management. As an intern, you will directly assist the City Manager and City Department Heads in organizing, developing. researching and evaluating City services and
programs. You will be expecred to provide creative and innovarive ideas to the City's
government.
The program consists of a one-week orientation period and work rotations in 3 lo 4
departments. One ot the rotations may be with the Office of the City Manager.
To qualify tor this position, you must be in your Ids/ semester of a Master 's Degree
Program in Public Administration or a closely related field . You must have completed
your degree requirement by July I , 1990. To aoply, olease send your resume to:
Mr. Bob Allen, City of San Josi , Plrsonnet Oep1rtm1nt (HOWRJ. 801 N. Rrst Strut;
Room 215, San Jose , CA 95110. Resumes should include the following information:
"Honors & extracurricular activities "Paid and volunteer work experiences •Names
and telephone numbers of three references (one ot which must be a faculty member
or emoloymenr supervisor) "Official gradua te and undergraduate transcripts •A 3-5
oage typewritten paper on why you are seeking this position (including your career
goals) "A copy of a lerm paoer or work report writ/en by you . Ft/al tiling date:
Frfd1y, May 18, 1990. The City of San Jo'1f! 1s proud to be an Equal
Opoortun1ty Emoloyer.

•

-The Army Medical
Department is the
largest comprehensive,
system of health care in
the lJ nited States. It has
a tradition of medical
breakthroughs, advances
in health care techniques and leadership
respected throughout the
world of medicirle. It is tl1is team we invite-we
challenge-health care professionals to joirv
Yc)LI cc1L1ld he invc1lved in a wide variety of vital,
interesting anLi rewarding assignments. They'll range
from ad1ninistrative n1anagement to direct patient care.
We (1ffer L1niqL1e acivantages tll professionals in these
disciplines:
1

•

PSYCHIATRY
GENERAL' SURGERY
FAMILY PRACTICE
08/ GYN
OPTOMETRY
PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL DENTISTRY
PHARMACY

As an Arn1y Officer you'll receive substantial compensation, annupl paid vacations and participate in a
noncontributory retirement plan.
The challenge is yours. Look it over. Call collect or write.
CPT. LISA D. WEATHERINGTON
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS
AMEDD PERSONNEL COUNSELOR

8455 COLESVILLE RD. SUITE 720 (301) 427-5229
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910 1-800-433-3573

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

t.. .~···· ···· •••••••••••• •••••••••••
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''This is the mechanism by which
universities function; to make a contribution, you must establish yourself
as an expert in the field and one way
of doing this was for Howard to hOst
this C5>nference, '' Harris sai~One of the schedulCd speakers was
V .A. Dmitriev of the A.F. loffe
Physical Technical Institute in Leningrad . Dmitriev is world renowned
because of his scientific contribution
and his creativity in the scientific
world .

- I

Introductory Lectures School of Busi ss, Rm. 217
Wednesday, April 18 at 6:30 p.m. and Thursday,
April 19 at 8:00 p.m.

i

Harris Said that most students can
relate to lhis because a silicon carbide
device was developed to create improved freque ncy response in a
speaker syste'm. Silicon carbide
replaced aluminium oxide causing the
velocity of sound in the speaker to be
much higher (a better quality sound) ..
Harris said that the conference is
an important and significant event
for Howard because the infrastructure of a university is built on its
scientific contribution .

Home ·

Spring Black Arts Festival which
begins Sunday, April 15. ,
The candidates were required to

of the programs is because of low
enrollment 1hrough,ou1 the life of 1he
program. He said t lasses just aren't
cost 'effective under this condition.
continued from page I
continued from page 5
Other programs offered by the
school include the enrichment proBusiness . 1 want it to become' a' grams through variou s centers.
by building 1norc public J1ol1si11g and
leading educa1ional unit in the field
These programs are designed to
providing safe accomn1odatio11s for
of business," Wilson said.
proVide students \Vilh summer infern- low-income families .
Under his administration, accor- ships, placement after gradu<ition
''Ray is also working to elimi11ate
ding to Wilson, $8 million have been and lecture series provided by difwaste and to e11sure a dollar' s return
raised from corporations, $16 miliiOn ferent corporations.
- . on ever)' dollar spent,'' Ge11try sa id .
fron1 the " government (outside of . P~r a while., there will be no quiet
'' He is working to i11creasc 1J1c tax
educational appropriared funds), $1 fishing lakes, and no long strolls in
base through ocono111i1.: expa11sio11."
1nillion from banks and more than $6 parks in his retirement
Ray said that as mayor tic would
million from insurance agencies have
/
appoint compctc11t ma11agcrs to run
been raised for Howard University,
w 1·1son, who h as,; been married to departments and agencies and y,•ould
as a whole,
his wife Zelda for 49 years, plans 10 . hold them accountable for efficient
The money h;:ts gone back into 1he write an educational text book in the tnanageme111.
business school in the forms of field of business. He has also made
Also, he said l1e \VOlli(i support and
scholarships, program enrichment, plans to help other black schools aggresively work for 1t1e ft1ll righ1 s of
[be Small Business Development receive their accreditation s in citi,zenship for D. C. rcside111 s.
Center and the insurance education, business and develop those schools of
Throughout his career as a IO·year
~ote, /motel management and bank- business.
at-large~ember of tile CoL1ncil of the
1ng programs.
District 'of Colun1bia, Ray has
...- \Vilson has claimed that over 20
.., established n1anda1ory minimum
years, there has been an annual in·
He and his wife have three·:"· prison sentences of five years for~
crease in the support from corpora- children. all of whom _are . college
first-offense conviction of com mit ·
tions, inclllding Ford, General graduates and have gone on 10 ling a violent crime-With a firearn1
Mo1ors, AT&T, GTE, General Elec- be co me a business professor
and 10 years for a second or subse1ric, IBM, Pacific. Telesis, Burger marketing supervisor, ant;! small
quent conviction.
King, Mobil Oir, Gr"eat Western Bank business n1anagement .
That law also 111adc a 111anda1ory
and Pepsi-Cola.
Wilson plans to unite wit'h Dr.
minin1um priso 11 sentence ranging
'' I'm very satisfied with what I've George Pinnel, former executive vicefrom one to four years for those'Con·
done with the-School of Business," president and dean at Indiana
victed of selling drugs.
Wilson said. ''I know it's better now University.
Ray introduced the Emergency
than when I started.''
Pinnel and Wilson will work
Shelter Services for Families Reform
OneofthefewregretsWiisondoes together to develop a plan 10 ''im- . Act. This act required the District
have is that the degree offered in the prove the poverty statement of
government to build or 01her\vise
public administration field of study blacks.''
provide apartn1ent -s1yle sl1elter for
has died out at lhe university.
Wilson's replacement will be
hon1eless families " 'ith children.
He also regrets that the health ser· selected
by early spring by a Review
''As n1ayor, Ray would con1in11e to
1
vices administration program is not ..r and Advisory committee appointed
struggle for a better en\·ironmcnt for
develqping to the point it should. by Interim P·resident Dr. Carl1on P.
the District of Col11n1bia," Gentry
\Vilsor;i said the under development Alexis . ·
said.
•
1

Wilson

,I

H oward student who presented
research on low pressure growth of
si licon carbide today.
In the last confCrence, a practical
examp le of a si licon carbide
diaphragm speaker was given.

''We could not extend the
deadline further because the
Spring Black Arts Festival is next
week," Carr said.
A Mr. Howard recognition program is scheduled for Monday,

By George Daniels
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Spring in the 90s:
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Shandra McDonald
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T

he same beauty and splen-

dor associated with tulips, daffodils
it11d n1arigolds as they blossom into
.,-pring can be expected for the ·woman
of the '90s as she lea\•es behind the
\\OOI S\\'eaters and riding boots, and
ste ps into the \\'arid of beautiful_ co lors; fabrics, a11d patterns of this
spring.
Desi8,ners Gordon hlenderson, Bill
Blass and Cal,•in Klein ha,·e kept
~ome of che st)·ies and colors of last
spring, but the '''omen of the '90s can
be assured tha1 just as she has entered
a ne'' decade, so has heF ""ardrobe.

Gordon He11derson is a ne"' and
~'<(.'iting
•

Women s fashions make
trqn,sformation with new decade

designer '''ho has a lot to offer all t~·pes of '''omen for the spring:
According to the Februar~1 isst1e of

'

,

'.

t\1adcmoisellc 1nagazine, Henderson
feels \vomen should start thiflking
about ""'ha1 is good for them and
''stop worrying about what your
girlfriends think.''
He reminds e\•ery woman to accent
her O\vn indi,·iduality. Henderson has
created, or perfected, 1na11y styles
fron1 las! so rin g.
For exan1ple, he has take11 the standard male-tailored blazer and aCcentua1ed it \\'ith a sty lish pair of cotton
or rayon shorts.
Not only does this bring out the
look and sty le of the blazer, but it reenforces the fen1ininity of \YOn1en.
Iona
Du11n-Lee,
Essence
magazine's fashion edito~. said this

Women of the '90s
can expect a lot of
cross-cultural mixes:
Indian styles mixed
with African, or
Asian styles mixed
with 'American.
spri ng's fashions will be ''a return to
femininity and comfort.''

Oversized, co1nfortable clo1hcs are
in and femininity will be expressed
through many garments, such as
Henderson 's sil k-like rayon faille
sweatshirt.
Some of the newer fabrics \\•hich
designer Calvin Klein has featured in
his new line are ''washed silk'' and
''pure sea island cotton.''
Sarah Lord, director of fabric for
Calvi n Klein, said 1hat \vhat makes
washed silk different from 01l1cr
fabrics is that 'it's hand-\\'ashed a11d
has a soft, suede texture. Sea-island
cotton is simply a finer more expensive cotton," Lord said.
Beige in different shades of blo11dC',
wheat. sand, tan, khaki and ca111el

lec1ion will be ''short- and narrowcut'' skirts:
Dunn-Lee said women of the '90s
can expect a lot of ''cross-cultural
mixes." Indian st lyes mixed with
African or Asian styles mixed with
\viii be the prim3.ry color 1n his American. ''Everyone can expect
something,'•
she
said ~
collection.
Monique Graham, a saleswoman
for 4
the . c lothing
store
111 terms of slacks, Klein has
Ak'abuland located in the lower level
brought back the ''s lim -leg'' look.
of the Pyramid Bookstore on
The ''equestrian jodphur," which
Georgia Avenue, said Africanresembles riding pants, is also in for
Americans can still expect Afrocenthe season. A sta1ement can be made
tric. fashions to carry over into 1he
\Vith !he traditional ~hite jeans as
spring.
\\'C\I.
'' Drummer's pants, vests, dashikis
As fOr the baggy look, Lois Bar- and kufi's will still be in," she
ret of Essence magazine said, ''I have stressed.
The fabrics will just be a little
not seen it on the market. The narrO\\' leg (cut] is in."
"- lighter. Short and pant sets will be
made out of Kente dand-nylon
The Bill Blass collection will also
cloths, as well as business and formal
higl1light the straight and narrow
wear. Some garments will be made
pa11ts, btit the n1ain focus of his colout of .s pecial cloths from Africa. "
J/l fl!J
•

Inspiring gospel singers give farewellperformance
8) Jo)·ce Da,·is
H illtop Staff Reporter

It's time 10 sa)' good-b)'e to an inspiratfonal group of )'oung '''omen
\vho first cam~ogether t\.\.'O years ago
. but ha ...·e since continued to perform
in concerts on campus and the metro
area.
The gqspel sextet Inspiration will
be holding its farewell co ncert in
Rankin Chapel this Sunday at 6 p.m.
Because mos1 of the members are
gradt1a1ing next month, the group is
forced to end their singing
rela1io11ship.
_
I11spiratio11 first performed in the
1987~8 hoinecoming variety show.
After taking first place in' the show ,
the}· were invited to perform at different churches and lun ctions
throughout the D.C., Maryland and
Virginia areas. One of the group 's
fondest memories was their perforn1a1tces in Chicago and Florida.
•
''It \Vas like our big project," said
graduating senior Adria Smith. ''We
had done fundraisers -10 get the
1nortcy for rhe (Florida) trip; and

.

.JJ IJ Jb

'Last Leg' on second run
Play written by Nia F. O.R. CE. member
makes return engagement after one year

besides singing !ind minis1ering, we
had a ball at Disney \Vorld. "
Among other highlights for the
group ,.,,as their ~inging backup for
gospel recording artist Jesse Dixon as
"'·ell as m.eeting Dario~s Brooks, one
of. the 1nstrume11tal1sts and so ng
\Vrtters for the gospel group, Milton
Brunson and the Thon1pson Community Si11gcrs.
Inspirat ion 's membership has Ouctuated between five and six during the
last three-and-a-l1alf years. Junior
psychology major Tonya Smith, who ~
'''as crowneq Mi ss Liberal Art s this
year, was asked 10 join the group
'"'he11 Keitfia Shephard resigned in the
fall oT 1988.

.

8)' l 'rac)' Hopkins
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

pho10 by Ktllh Le11dbtlltr
I

-

·-

-

From I: Tonyo Smith, Melda Grant, Shelly Anderson and !Adria Smith.

Jen el la Newsom, one of the
group's original members, graduated
last May and has since moved to
Florida where she works as a radio
news jou rnali sl.
." \V e did have to adjust cltcording
to rhe amoun1 of peopleihat sang ''
said senior Shelly And~fson. Su~
day's concert will be a reunion of all
six members.

' 'When most groups break up it's
usually because something wen1
\vrong or because there is chaos in the
group,'' said senior Melda Grant.
''With us, ii was a differen1 story.
We just basically faced reality.
Everybody was gradualing and going
their separate ways so while we have
a chance that all pf us could still be

-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
i

together we just decided to have (a
farewell performance)," Grant said.
Grant says they plan to sing between 10 and 15 new and old songs including a few of their favorites like:
''He's Just that Way," ''Love
Di\'ine," ''For 1he Love of the People'' and ''He Arose.''

see Inspiration, page 14

This weekend, the afrocentric student orga11ization Black N.l.A. Force
\viii be spo11soring a play which
focuses on black male and female
relationships.
''Las! Leg'' which was written,
produced and directed by Howard
se11ior Sherese Woodley, was first
performed last April. Woodley says
bccat1se of the positive response, she
decided to bring it back this sp ring .
''I got a lot of laughter, shock and
tears. It was great. There was even
more laughter than I expected," said
the Bronx, NY native. ''People
responded very well.''
The education major says she
derived the ti1le of the play from
so mething her mother always said.
''Sherese, she'd say, a "man can be
on his last leg and still be coming
af1er you."
\Voodley says she developed the
basic ideas for the play from friends

and family based on real conOicts in
the black family; conflicts Woodley
says , of which she is sensitive.
The play will be performed in the
Armour J. Blackburn Cen1er
auditorium beginning tonight at 8
p.m. and running through the
weekend. Tickets are $3 and are
available at the Cramton Auditorium
box office.
Woodley is a member of Black
N. l .A. Force and all proceeds from
the ela)'. will go towards the
organ1zat1on.
The play has four acts and is set in
the heart of Harlem , NY. 'fhe principal characters in the play are Rose,
a middle-aged black woman; Chee,
Rose's lazy, womanizing husband;
and Meechie, the couple's loud
mouthed, drug dealing daughter.
''All of the cQaracters in the play
have a little bit of me in them,"
Woodley said.
Junior elementary education major
Sheila Jefferson, portrays Meechie.

see Play, page 14
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Talent USA, a National talent promoter, is
looking for new faces for films TV Commercials, and catalog work. If you' are a talented
perform~r, and wo':'ld like to be represented to
casting directors, bring a blank V2 in. VHS video
tape plus $35 registration fee to Lowe's L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, Montcom Room, Noon to IO
p.m. Wednesday, April 18.
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-Health and Fitness
•

STDs still on ri.se despite AIDS epidemic, according to experts·
during intercourse or she may have
a vaginal discharge," said Gedrge,
Hilltop Staff Reporter
also an alumnus of Howard University's undergraduate and medical
The severity of the Acquired Imschools.
mune Deficiency Syndrome epidemic
Another common STD found on
has caused some people to o~rlook
many college campuses, genital
the numerous other dangerous sexherpes , is defined by the HHS as a
ually transmitted diseases.
virus that -usually produces painful,
According to the Department of
inflamed blisters on the penis, in the
Health and Human Services, the provagina, on the cervix or around or in
blem of STDs in the U.S. has been
the anus.
growing at an alarming rate in both
''When individuals first contract
scope and complexity.
.
herpes, they usually experienceftender
The Centers for Disease Control in
or itchy lesions preceded.. by burning
Atlanta estimate that between 30 and
sensations or pains in the legs or
40 million Americans have some type
genital area,'' said Janice Burton, a
•
of STD other than AIDS . This
public health analyst for HHS.
. number may be low because many
She added that althougt1 the initial
cases are not reported .
I
outbreak may subside, !he virus may
The American College Health
reoccur at anytime.
Association says that the most com·~wo men \Yith herpes need to 1ake
mon STDs on college campuses
extra precautions because s1udies
usually include chlamydia, genital
l1ave found that herpes niay be link ·
herpes and genital warts .
ed co cervical cancer, and it can be
Medical experts say that most
passed to infan1s during childbirth ,''
bacterial STDs, like chlamydia, are
Burton said.
relativel)I easy to cure with antibiotics
''Since there is no known cu re for
if caught early . However, determinherpes, persons infected with herpes
. ink whether or not you have an inshould no1 have intercourse until the
fection may be diffii:ult because some
forms show feY( or no symptoms.
- Dr. Carol)·n Goode blis1ers have cleared up,'' Burton ad·
vised, emphasizing 1hat oral-&enital
Medical
experts
~ Sfimate
contact should also be avoided.
chlamydia as the most prevalent STD
An STD that has increased more
Therefore, the ACHA advises 1ha1
leaving approximately three to four
·s1uden1s be screened 9n a regular 1han 500 percent in the pas! 15 years,
million people infected each year.
pg to ACHA, is HPV,
• On college campuses, chlamydia basis because of the serious co111plica- accordi
1
Human Papillomavirus.
infects approximately 10 to 15 per- tions ·which may result .
This particular disease manifests
''One of the serious complications
cent of the student population in any
in " 'omen is PIO (pelvic i11flamT itself in a family of at least 60 viruses
year, according to the ACHA.
''When chlamydia is left untreated, _ matory disease), where the woman according to a study conducted by
it can be dama~in~ to a woman's or ma)' experience low abdominal pain, Dr. Henry W. Buck and the task ·
. man's reproduc1iVc organs which can
lead 10 infertility," said Dr.
Theodore George, a gynocologist
prac.ticing in N. W. for over 15 years.
George further stated lha1 prolonged exposure to the chlamydia infection may block the \voma11's fallopian tubes, the pathway through
which the fertilized egg travels to the
uterus.
!
ACHA reports that as ma11y as 75
percent of the people having
chlamydia show no symptoms.
However, their research has revealed tha1 a few women and some men
complain of a mild n1ucus-like
discharge fro1n the genitals or stinging \vhen uri11ating.
_ ..

By Wendy A. Sharpe

•

''By the· time they
reach the university
60 percent of all students are sexually ac. tive. ''

Physical exams included
on a list of tests to pass
Hill!op Staff Reporter

''If you expect to be at your best,
you have to keep your body
healthy," said Dr. Renee Jenkins,
director of adolescent medicine for
the Department of Pediatrics · and
Child Health at Howard Universi1y
Hospital.
The standard physical examina1ion
is not very popular among college
students despite efforts to 1each them
of its imponance in maintaining good
health.
·
Sonya Lewis, a senior psyc.hology
major, thinks they are ''totally unnecessary and a ludicrous ·waste of
students' finances, time and patience."
'
The basic physical examination
takes appro.ximately 15 minutes. The
medical history may vary depending
on the questionnaire. Physical exams,
including a pelvic exam, may take up
to 30 minutes, according to Jenkins.
''During this time, a comprehen·

•

sive medical history is reviewed or
established and then a full physical
exam is performed," said Dr .
Marlene Kelley, administrator tor
Ambulatory Health Care for the
D.C. Commission of Public Health.
All exams begin wi1h 1he history,
which is a thorough review of any
past allergies, surgeries performed,
chronic illnesses and family
background and lifestyle , according
to Kelly.
Symptoms tha1 the pa1ient may
have should also be brought to the
examiner's attention at that time.
''During the physical part of the
exam, the hearing, eyesight and other
various systems of the body, such as
the respiratory and cardiovascular
systems, are checked for abn,ormalities,'' Kelly said.
Ms . Janet Browne-AveFy, a PA -C
(physician's assistant certified) faculty member in the Howard Universi.
ty Physician' s Assistant Department,
added that s~cial test s may include
see Exams, page 14

Year ·

-

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

New.cases

Alive

Deaths

44,000-50,000
52,000-57,000
56,000-71,000
58,000-85,000
61,000-98,000

92,000-98,,000
101,000-122,000
127,000-153,000
139,000..J 88,000
151,000-225,000

31,000-34,000
37,000-42,000
43,000-52,000
49,000-64,000
53 ,000-76,000

'

·~

Through 1993*
390,000-480,000

~StotisJc1

'

285,000-340,000

Projected numbers of AlbS coses, deaths attributable to A• 'OS, and living
adjustments for undeneportlng-United States, 1989-1993.
provided by the Cen..;. for DIMOse Control, In Atlonto,

penan1 with AIDS. after

Febru~ 1990.

.

force on Human. Papillomavirus
Disease.
The study found that genital warts
are one kind of lesion caused by
HPV . These wans can be on the head
of a man's penis or on a woman's
vagina, vulva, or cervix.
The 17 page document slates that
although genital HPV is thought to
be primarily sexually transmitted,
there is evidence it may be transmitted by fomites (germs contracted
through contact with toilet seats, tanning salon benches, wet towels,
underwear, bathing suits, etc).
''In most cases, infec1ed persons

...

1
·

By Carmen .Melton

AIDS cases

may not know they have warts
because they are not visible to the
naked eyes,'' George said.
·
Examinations detect the infection
and women can 'f ind out if they have
the dise8:5e through a pap s~ar.
There as no cure for the inJeCtion,
b1,1.t there are a few ways to treat it,
doctors say.
Dr. Carolyn Goode, health
educator for the Univerity Student
Health Center, attributes the high
number of ¥Ds among cJllege
students to ''a period of sexual experimentation, sex ual exploitation
and promiscuity.

''By the time they reach the university, 60 percent of students are sexually active and 90 percent will be by
the time they graduate,'' she added.
In addition to increased sexual ac·
tivity, Goode said tliat students are
not practicing safer sex techniques.
''They are not using condoms, and
students are not being responsible,••
about sexual behavio(s. They are not
informing partners, therefore, part·
ners are not getting ·treated. As a
result, subsequent relationships end
in possible transmissions," she
added.

Health quiz
,_

,

I

• -

How do you rate nutritionally?

I

1. How many glasses (8 oz.) ¥i water
do you drink each day?
J

By David Barksdale
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

•
,
•

'

I

I

photo by l' n.nk Byrd

Most docton reccomenci on annual routine physical examination to prevent ondfor detect any present or fuhlre medical problems.

(a) 0-2 (b) 3-5 (c) 6-8 (d) more than g

A recent study conducted by the
Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences suggests
a direct correlation between diet and
-academ\c performance.
This does not mean that ''eating 'a n
apple a day'' will ensure you of get·
ting an A in Calculus, but the lates~
research does contend that nutrition
improves one's 11bility to concentrate
and reduce!l 1cta1ty tatigue-lwo fac.
tors which contribute to decreased
productivitv in the classroom.

2. How often do you drink carbonated (not sugar-free) beverages
per day?

.

(a) 1-2 (b) 3-5 (c) more than 5 (d) do
not drink them.
3. What type of coffee do you prefer?
(a) caffi~~tel\ (b) d<!'affinated

l

4. Ho&-'many cups of coffee oo you
drink each day?

The following quiz may help you
to assess yo·ur dietery habits . Please
be honest so that accurate calcula·
tions can be made . The results will be
published in the final issue.
Submit your completed quiz by .
Wed. April 18, to The Hill/op. Drop
by or send it to 2217 4th St. N.W.,
Washington, DC 20059.
,

(a) 1-2 (b) 3·6 (c) 6-10 (d) more than
10 (e) do not drink any.

5. How many glasses of Juice
(orange, apple, etc) do you drink
each day?
(a) 0-2 (b) 3-5 (c) 5-7 (d) more than 7.
'

6. What percentage of your diet consists of beef and/or pork?

The

Movement

7. What percentage of your diet con·
sists of fish and/or poultry?

Whor is its philosophy , purpose ,goals & ocriviries ?

- - '----.
l

Ui.~fication

(a) less than 20 (b) 40 (c) 60 (d) 80 or
more.

-~

(a) less than 20 (b) 40 (c) 60 (d) 80 or
more.

•

1

I

8. How do you prefer to have your
foods prepared?
(a) baked (b) fried (c) broiled (d)
steamed
'

9. Hqw many meals do you eat each
day?_
(a) 0-1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4 (e) more than 4

•

•

10. What percentage of your diet
consi.sts of fruits and/or vegetables?

,

(a) less than 20 (b) 40 (c) 60 (d) 80 or
more

11 . Which of the following would
you choose for a snack?
(a) candy bar (b)fruit (c) fast food (d)

hot dog (e) granola bar
•

I lfl\\'<trd Uni.versily 11ospital ar1tl its
sta!T i11, ii<' ;1ll 11e\v ;1nd retur11ing stLJUl'rrts to
take ;1tl\:111L;1gc of our full-servi('C, st;1t1'-<>I~

12. What type of bread do you
prefer?

,

Aresentihg the Vision & P1ojects of
Rev. Sun Myung Moon

(a) white (b) wheat (c) rye (d) other

13. Do you smoke?

the-<11 ·1 1111·cli1 ·a 1 fal' ilities . . .

(a) yes (b) no

I >ot'tors' hours ·are 24 hoL1rs a 1l;1v.
•
sever1 11;1\ s <i \Veek, 365 days a year.
I 1 ,v1111 should need. us. fo1· ;111}· 1·1·,1.-;1111,
\\'e ;:11't' .o! 11avs
in the office.
•

14. Do you know what a cholesterol
count measures?

--

(a) yes (b) no

Wednesday
April 18th 7pm
317 Business Bldg.

- - · - - - - - - - - - -- - - '

I 5. Do you read the list of ingredients
on food packages?

Guest Speol<er.

Rev. Nicholas BuKovich

(a) yes (b) no

·Posror of Unificorion Crurch
Washington D.C.

·------------'-----~

1111\\1\RU llNIVF.HSl'I'\' IIOSPl'l/\I ,
·-

I

1

For more rnforma! ron cal/ 265- 4920

Sponsored by CA RP and Unification Campus Ministries

(aT yes (b) no

'

'

•
•

16. Do you know the significance of
th't Recommended Daily Allowance
(RDA)?

17·. How many times per week. do you
exercise?

l

-
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Sports

•

Hilltop Slaff Reporter

I

i

. When is the number 17 bad news?
According to an old '70s tune it is
when you are 35 and the number
represents the ;ige of your girlfriend.
In a more contemporary example
the Howard University baseball team
lost by a margin of 17 runs, 22·5 to
the University of Maryland on
TUesday.
The bad news suffered at the Terrapins' Shipley Field set the stage for
worse news-the overall Bison record
dropped to 3·22r
''This is the worst start that we
have had in my three years on the
team,'' said Howard outfielder Lee
Jones, a junior criminal justice
major .
Howard came out of the first inn" ing al)ead 1-0, but unfortunately

,

''This is the worst
start lhat we have
had in my three years
on the team. ''
-Lee Jones

Bison start ing pitcher Robert
Gorham suffered eight hit s and 12
runs before ·being pl1lled after 4¥1 in nings of service. Gorma11's suppor-

ting cast of Darrel Moody, Ira
Holland, Daryl Carter and Kenneth
Clark did not fare any better, giving
up a combined eight hits and IO runs
for the remainder of the game.
The offensive production could
only be considered offeosive in a
literal sense as the Bison batted a
dismal .138 as a team. The Teri"apin
bats proved better suited to the task
at hand, recording a combined .488
and 19 RBl's for the game .
A few fine individual performances were turned in by Biso11 left
fielder Howard H6use (3-for-4, two
runs), first baseman Cluey Hargrove
(2-for-4, two runs) and short stop
Martin Spinner (2-for-4, one run).
Though other aspects of lhe season
cannot be salvaged, Jo.nes and his
teammates plan t.o face the remaining games without letting the pas1
hinder their performanCes.

"•

•

Sports Digest

••
'

-
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'
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Leaders Qf
.. the pack

-

'

Junior forward Karen
Wilkins was named to the Black
College Sports Information
Directors
Association
(BCSIDA) and Black College
Sports AIJ:American teams for
the second straight year.
Freshman forward Roslyn
Evans was named to BCSIDA's
Freshman All-Rookie Team
and Freshman Newcomer ot
the Year by Black College
Sports .
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pholo by Paul Woodruff

After several key iniuries ond tough losses this season, the Bison ore 3-22\

Early riser Juggles role

•
•

f

8)' Jennifer V. Combs

Strickland has be'b" coaching
O\vens since he first started playing at age 14 .
An average day for Curtis
''Even though Hampton h,ad a
DCrek Owens, a junior finance champions hip team, I fell that it
major qn Howard' s tennis team, was important to transfer 10
begins at 6 a.m,; and ofte11 does Howard in order to be under
not end until 2 a!.n1. the following Strickland's eu idance," he s;;iiJ .
n1orn1ng.
,
Strickland, who ha:r helped
Owens juggles responsibilities as Owens develop into an award·
an athlete and business studehl in winni11g player over the last eight
addition to \handling a full·ti1ne years, describes him as ''tremenjob as co-owner of the Georgia · dot1sly gifted."
A·ve. Cafe, where he puts in al
''He possesses the skills [hat are
teas1 12 hours a day.
vital 10 a good tennis playerThe Philadelphia native said his
restaurant duties include opening good cyc·hand coordination and
quickness on the co\lrt, '' he
each morning, hiriilg, computing
added.
payrolls a11d book keepi11g.
As a devored Buddhist, a
As soon as everything at the
restaurant is take11 care of, O\vens n1en1ber of 1he Nichiren Shosha
heads off to c,lasses. After classes sec1, Owens chants before every
its back to the 1restaurant until 3:30 game.
''11 helpS motivate me so I can
p.m., rhe time \\'hen he heads off
zone·in on the game and concen·
to rennis practice.
Owens, 22, said his tennis career trate on the 1hings I need to do,"
0\vens said. ''Budd hism gives me
got off 10 a less 1han brillian1 start.
''I used to get beat all of the the motivaton t<? be successful in
tin1e. The while boys s1arted kick· my schoo l, tennis and business. I
ing my behind. • Tha1's \Vhen I chant to be successful.''
started getting seriouS," he said.
Currently possessing a 10-3
Owens transferred from Hamp· match record, Owens is looking
ton University in 1989 in order to ror\vard to cbmpet ing in the
play under the guidance of his American Tennis Association's
Jong time coach, Larry Strick land . Nat!onal Tournamenl.
Hilltop Staff Repor1er
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William Brown, the Amoni Rife Club president, diemontrotes

b}'

t·n1nk H}·rd

•

techniques taught to eoch club member.

Amani Club targets second session
By Sonia SI. Hillaire
Hilltop Staff Reporter

• The Amani Rifle/ Pistol CJut.i:
recently reactivated after a 10-year
hiat.us, offers th[ee sessions which
help dispel an individual's fear of
weapodi, teach the proper way tc>
store weapons and abide by certain
rules.
The club held a brief class April 7
consisting of a course summary and
review taught by instructors Isaac
Ridley and Mba Mbulu.
Ridley and Mbulu are the founders
of the National Arms Training, Inc.
(N.A.T.), which supervises thei
Amani Club.
N.A.T. is a private teaching
organiz.ation that provides instruction
in firearms for student s so that they
can teach other studenrs.

'•
Nicole Hu by, a junior psychology
Damond PeterF,
a sop homore
major from Detroit, Mich., is one of from Memphis, T~nn., supports the
only t"{O females in the club who club because ''it teaches Africanfinds the experience a ch!\li~ge,. a lot Americans the use of weapons, the
of fun and a good time.
(_legislation on weapons a~d gives
''l wanted to know about guns ' knowledge of se lf-de fense .
because my father has guOs and
During the second session three
hunts ~ I'm also interested in safety students were added to the club roster
rules, how to clean [weapons) and the of 10, raising their total to 13 . The
law,'' she said.
club is distributing flyers in order to
After learning certain rules on safe· recruit additional members.
ty and use, (Oembers take a test on
''(The Amani Club) is a class since
written material, according to
William Brown, the club president. we have to take notes, watch films
learn Maryland, Virginia and
After passing the test members and
Disrrict la\\'S," 1-luby said.
participate in dry.firing-sho.o ting
without real bullets-befo~e advan· -. Amani Club will officially begin its
cing to the firing range at St. John's second session April 14. Courses will
be offered the 21st and 28th as well.
high school near Rock Creek Park
Classes are from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. for
where bullets are used 10 shoot at
targets.
a one· time fee of $30. ·
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After crushing 22-5 loss to U of Md., Bison record falls to 3-22
eight were left to be played. The Ter·
rapins posted at least one run in each
of the remaining innings, exploding
for eight and seven runs in the fifth
and sixth innings, respectively.

.

•

Ballers fall victim to bigger stick
By Darren M. Norman

.

li'

Going pro-style
Three Howard senio soccer
players qualified for the
American Professional Soccer
League. Chris Thomas, an
engineeri11g major, will play for
the Maryland Bays and Peter
Isaacs, a business major, will
play for the Portland Timers.
Irving Williams, an engineering
major, played his first game
Sunday with the Washington
Diplomats.
Pe1er Isaacs will also represent Howard in the prestigious
Senior Bowl in St. Louis, Mo.,

April 21.

Next Week
in Sports
Track
*4/ 14 How11rd Rel1ys: 9:00 a.m .

Men·s Ttnnls
*4/ 14 How•rd VI. Coppin SI. U11lv.;
1:00 p.m.
4/ 16 Howard vs. Navy; 4:30 p.m.
\\'omen's Tennis
' *4/ 14 fiow1rd vs. Coppin SI. Univ.;
1:00 p.m.
8aHball
4/ 16 Howard vs. George M•soa
Univ.; 3:00 p.m.
4/ 19·10. M.EAC Championships;
TUA
'

...

*home gai;i'r> YlQ

Athlete of the Week

•

Felder's running keeps her on track to success
Howard Athledc

By Diana Felton

....

2

head track ColCh W MJ T P.
Moultrie summari&ea Nf If fA

Hilltop Staff Reponer

athJetic careef It Howw4. Mhj

She was selected All-American
five times and has won MEAC
Championships in the last three

years

~

the 200 and 400-meters.
She made the world list in 1989
in the 200 and 400-meters and
lll

qualified for the Nationals for the
400-meter run this year.
With all these accoml'lishments,

-

senior Michelle Felder s selection

•

over 200 graduate and undergraduate courses

•

as athlete of the week should not
come as much of a surprise.
A Maryland native and accoun·
ting major, Felder bas beat com·
peting in track for the past IS
years. She was recruited out of
Southwestern High School
(Baltimore, Md.) and has been an
integral part of the Howard track
team the last Jour years .

Mio;

I

• • • • • • • •,

In hiah scbool Felder .was

Athlete of the Year In 1984, '8S
and '86, and made the All-Metro
team all four years. She also won
a Scholar-Athlete Award in her
senior year.

see Felds1, J?p 16

4 different sessions
full-year sequences in Physics, Chemistry, Accounting.
Statistics, French and Spanish
residence and recreational facilities
just a streetcar away from the French Quarter

F--;-----_-----------__ :_ __ - ~ -,
I
I

To receive your FREE Summer Session guide, please clip
this coupon and mall to Loyola University, Box 14,
6j63 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70118.
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,NOTI CE
TO ALL STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE
HOUSING LOTTERY INFORMATION
SPRING DRAWING
. April 24, 1990

'
•

SCHEDULED TO BEGIN 8 : 00 a.m. UNTIL COMPLETION
WOMEN DRAWING SITE:
ORDER OF FIRST DRAWING' ·.

I .

BALDWIN LOUNGE

~~~-r- ~=B=
E=
T=
H=
u=
N
=E
~~---

•
•

•
•

.

-

MERIDIAN
I
SLOWE
I
SUTTON PLAZA
ETON TOWERS

MEN'S DRAWING SITE:
ORDER OF FIRST DRAWING
CARVER
•
MERIDIAN
•
SLOWE
•
SUTTON PLAZA
•

II .

'

•

'

RESIDENCE LIFE
CONFERENCE ROOM

•

,,

\

'

III. GENERAL DRAWINGS :

-

.

RESIDENCE LIFE
MEN CONFERENCE ROOM

'
'

DRAWING SITES:

'

W0MEN - BALDWIN'LOUNGE/

STUDENTS IN CONTINUING STATUS, INCLUDING THOSE IN HOWARD
PL~ZA TOWERS, HOWARD MANOR, EFFINGHAM APARTMENTS AND OTHER
OFF-CAMPUS UNITS, WHO HAVE COMPLETED APPLICATIONS FOR
HOUSING IN THE ACTIVE WAITING FILE (APPLICATION AND F!E
CURRENTLY ON FILE) AND WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE LOTTERY,
SHOULD REPORT BY FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1990, TO THE OFF~CAMPUS
HOUSING OFFICE LOCATED IN ROOM 19 , TUBMAN QUADRANGLE .

•

FEES

•

•
•

•

advance, non-r.e fundable rent payment of $100. 00 MUST be paid
by June 1 for Fall housing. The advance payment will be applied
to the Fall semester's housing charge .
1.
Payment must be in the form of a certified check or
money order, made payable to Howard University. This check must
be mailed directly to the Office of Residence Life.
2. Failure to pay the required non-refundable advance
payment by t~e June- 1 deadline automatically cancels the
tentative room 1assignment or • the position on the waiting list.
3. Students who receive room assignments and make the
advance payment, but who fail to report by the date specified in
the Housing Agreement without prior written notice, will have
their assignment cancelled and f orfeit the $100.00 advance rent
payment.
4. The' .balance of rental charges is due and payable in
accordance with the regular u~iversity schedule for payment of
housing charges.
·
'
An

-

I
'

•

'

•

'

•

•

REMINDERS

*

•

•

ALL STUDENTS RESIDING IN THE R&SIDENCE HALLS WHO ARE
OFFICIALLY REGISTERED FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER ARE ELIGIBLE TO .
PARTICIPATE ' IN THE 1990-1991 STUDENT HOUSING LOTTERY.
* REGISTRATION OF LOTTERY PARTICIPANTS WILL BE VERIFIED
THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER.
PARTICIPANTS FOUND UNREGISTERED WILL BE
INELIGIBLE TO RETAIN THEIR TENTATIV~ ASSIGNMENT OR POSITION ON
THE WAITING LIST.
* THE DEADLINE FOR PAYMENTS OF ADVANCE ROOM RENT (REQUIRED OF
ALL: " STUDENTS RECEIVING ASSIGNMENTS AND POSITIONS ON THE WAITING
LIST) IS JUNE 1.
,
* REQUIREMENTS AND ,DEApLINES FOR PAYMENTS WILL BE STRICTLY
ENFORCED (SEE ABOVE).
ASSIGNMENTS· WILL BE CANCELLED .FOR LACK OF
PAYMENT BY THE JUNE 1 DEADLINE.

•

THE GENERAL DRAWING WILL BE HELD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
FIRST DRAWING.
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Tl1e Off ice of Residence Life
\.Jis}1es ·to tl1ank ltr• ive1.. s ity f acltlty ..
staff,,. stttdent's ·" pa1'!!ents and IouP .
~·

~eighbors

for helping to make

Residence Hall Week 1990 a grand
. Sltccess !
'

j

i

•

.

'

,

A special thanks to Dr. CaPl E1.
. ltnde1"'son,. Uice Piw:es ident f 01~ Stttdent
AffaiPs,,. fop his kind support and the
dynaAic keynote address given at the
A~nual Residence Hall Aw~rds Banquet .
•

•

•

L

•

Feature~

•

prograffls

. \·' eek in c ,~ttd.f t\:

j

'

•

• Oper• J1otts e

. "' Batt le of · tl1e
Do1~ms

. Taletit ShQw

I
•

• Awards Banquet

· . Oroat oi"'ic al Con ·t e st. ·c 11ape 1 S P. '"' 1 r e

f

1

· . I t's Blackademic
.
. t1ix a nd Mingle ·
~

.

••

. Residence Hall
Go,s pel Concert
. Academic,,. social
& Cultural Prog •

1
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continutd from page \

William Moultrie\as soon as p~ssible.

Current candidates for the position
includ~: Cy AlexandCr;,.a· tong-time
assistant of Williamson' who has

recorded three successful seaso·ns
since being named head coach at
South Carolina State University; Eddie Meyers, an fl'>Si .c;tflnt coach at Old

•
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•
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Do111inion for the pas1 three years;
and Georgeto\vn assis1ant coach
Mike Riely .
Other in'tc res1ed perso11nel arc Ron
C uFli s, Ho\vard assistant coach;
George Leftwiclt, District of Columbia coac h; Michael Bernard, North
Carolina Centra l coach; Michael
Hol1nes, Florida A&M assistan1
coach; Wil Jo11es, for1ner UDC
coach; and Tyro11e Hart, Mon ti;zomerv College-Takoma Park coach

.

and former player under Williamson. inform him that his contrac't wOuld ·
In March, Dr. Anderson told not be renewed .
''I didn't feel good about [the deciWilliamson that his contracl was
under revie"'· after the Bison were sion]," Williamson said. ''Once a
elim inated fron1 the MEAC tourna- coach has proven to be one of the
ment after the 69-53 loss to Florida better people in his profession he
A&M.
should not have to prove himself.
''I'm not going to quarrel . It's
Moultrie, ·under orders from
Anderson, initiated the coaching their decision and I hope that it's a
evalu ation two months earlier. Bas- good decision for Howard," he
ed on the compiled data, Moultrie added.
In hoojng to serve ~1; 1'·rnlr model
met wi1h Williamson, last T~esdavJ.o

1·or Howar~·s basketball team,
Williamson said that when he met
with the players he told them to be
prepared for the days ahead.
''Keep your head high, your dribble low and try to dunk everything
you possibly can,'' he said.
To most of his critics, it was time
to give Williamson's style of basketball a break and bring in new, fresh
ideas.
.
''They weren't winning with him
so maybe a change is due. Maybe
they'll win without him, •• said Grant
Lal}caster, a junior acccounting
maJOr .
.· bt·hers feel that terminating
Williamson was not the answer.
''I don't think that they should
have fired him," said Jaime Keaney,
a sophomore music education major .
''I think they should bring someone
who could aSsist him as far as game
plan."

'' I don't think that it was necessary
to fire him," added Eric Blakely, a
sophomore interior design major.
'' He needed help regarding stradcgy,
recruiting and scouting."
Because of the extensive, quality
serviee Williamson has given Howard
during his tenure, the university is
considering retaining Williamson in
some other.capacity, Anderson said:
With anticipations high regarding
newly appointed President Franklyn
G. Jenifer marking positive changes
for Howard, Williamson said that he
regrets that he didn't get a chance to
work under such a figure he knows
will be very visible.
Upon his departure, Williamson
would like to thank the students, auxiliary and staff for their services during his 15 years with Howard.
''Without them I would not have
hav<:_ been able to do it," he said .
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We provide ass1star1ce 111 f1lh11g Ol.Jt ~our
financial aid form This forrn lit.:\errr1111es
your ··need'" for financial aid

•

We match your academic needs
and interests with the right col
leges or proless1onal schools

•

•

Tt1e 1~~ · ,•d"s private loan progral\) IS tl1e
per lee'! .•,1t1on for anyor1eiwho doesr1't
LJtiah !,~1r tu1anc1al aid or may be attend
1119 a school that doesn't part1c1pa!e 1r1
fi;1ar1c1al aid programs

•

•

We focus on college costs,
available flnanc1a! aid, and
your family's available
income and assets
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All six members are also members
of the Howard Gospel Choir but"they
said singing with Inspiration has been
a totally different experience. Grant
said singing in Inspiration gave them
the chilf\ktl,Q.choose their own music,
a11d a democracy in the decision makin.B for the-six.
lhe women know they were put
1ogether for a purpose: ''to inspire
and to bring peOple closer to Christianity on a college level," Grant
said.
Adria Smith came up with the
name ''Inspiration'' because the
group wanted a name that would fit
what they set out to do.
For Tonya Smith singing with the
group has been a special experience.
''I learned about commitment in a
different way. You can't get away
with anything. For our success we
had to dedicate our time and a lot of
hard work. Plus, I did make some life
long friends,'' she said.

•

•

•

•

The ~ullege Store• It's the one place you can go for all the help you need in planning
for a college education.The College Store• was.developed by The Howard Savings Bank,
the leader 1n edwcat1on f1nanc1ng 1n New Jersey for more than 25 years.
•
Take the first slep to higher learning. Call The College Store" toll·free: 1-800-525-1234..
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Equal Opportunit)' Lender.
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It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night .
>

•

The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. But your superego kno1vs you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and convenie~tly. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the'brain.
•
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain
raster, too.
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The members emphasize the
farewell concert will not mean they
will never sing together a~ain .
For each young lady, gospel music
serves a different purpose .
For Anderson, an aspiring English
teacher, she believes gospel music will
add to her teaching and lifestyle.
Andria Smith, a future s~h
pathologist, finds singing and listening to gospel music as a way to release
tension, whereas Tonia Smith, who
hopes to_practice law one day, says
that it is just a hobby and something
site really enjoys .
Inspiration does not accept payment for their performances. But
they do accept donations which they
account for as blessings to help with
travel expenses and other items such
as payments for musicians and attire .
''I really believe in the future that
we are going to get back together,"
said Adria Smith. The entire group
expressed their optimism about this
reunion in the future . •
''There are certain stairs that we
have to climb in our Christian walk
and being in Inspiration was just one
of those stairs," Grant said .
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Jefferson says that originally she was
not going to try out for the play, but
since she and Sherese are roommates
she decided to get involved.
''Meechie thinks she knows what
she wants in life. She is bold and arrogant,'' said the Long Island, NY
native . ''People who know me personally even say that they see a lot of
Meechie in me."
Sophomore Greg Cummings por·
trays Chea, Meechie's hot-blooded
Puerto Rican father. Cheo divides his
1ime between supporting two
families. While he is married to Rose
and has two children bY her, he also
as another woman across town ·and
has fathered children with her also.
Cummings, a psychology major,
says he can relate to' his character. ''I
can play the role better because I
know someone like Chea. I know the
setting and families in similar
situations .

and interests and your career
options and opportun1!1es

scholarships tha' relate to
your part1cu!a1 s1tua!1on tron1
thousands of national
sources

•

,

We of fer a variety of loans such a~ The
Stafford Student Loan. The Supplemental
Loar1 ,tor Students (SLS). and Parent
loar1 for Undergraduate Students (~US)

We help you 1dent1fy .Your strengths

\Ne 1dent1fy sources o!

•

continued from page

'' After people see the play they will
take a look at themselves. Every
character in the play is someon_e the
audience members can relate to,"
Cummings said .
Sociology major Aarian Pope portrays Rose, who is in many ways the
play's central character.
Pope was in last year's production
and emphasized the realistic elements
found in the play.
''Simply based on the response of
the audience las1 year you can tell it's
realistic. Some of the things Rose
says are maternal and her expressions
are very maternal,'' Pope said. i•A
lot of people have said to me 'thats
just what my mother would say'.''
The majority of the actors in the
play are not 1heatre majors and most
said they don'I wnat to pursue acting
as a career , although they find acting
enjoyable. Even Woodley said she
can't see herself pursing play writing
as a career .
1
' 1 wanl to be someone who expresses myself freely, whether it is a
play, novel or a poem, but the idea
has to hit me or stimulate me,''
Woodley said. ''I can't just sit down
and decide to write someting. ••

'

I

everything." She added that the inono
you ask, the more likely you are to
know your condition.
The American Society of Internal
Medicine recently published an
analysis stating that 70 percent of all
~ correct diagnosis depended QR the pa-

v

Revive with VIVARIN:

stool and throat cultures along 'With
skin test_s for 1uberc_ulosis.
Jenkins added that different people are associated with different risks
because of their particular lifestyle or
family history and are therefore subject to different series of tests.
Different procedures include
neurological c;valuations and carjiograms, EKG's. An examination of
the genetalia is also very imi>brtant
for sexually active college students.
Kelley tries to give an indication of
what the patient's health status is and
• attempts to inform the patient about '
how they can maintain their status or
precautionary steps they can take to
'iv.a id complications.
She said her main objective is to
cover every aspect and to discuss
health maintenance, lifestyle, eating
habits and the individual's methods
of coping with stress.
''It is wonderful to give positive
reinforcement in support of good
ha its,'' Jenkins said.
ncerning the explanation of
treat
t or results, Kelley feels patients '',arc entitled to know

tient's willingness to tell what they
felt.
I f patients do ncit contribute to the
doctor's knowledge of their condition
and neglect to ask questions about
their hea1th, they will suffer from a
0 IWll S...IChKllnc ""'-"lum
ii.or .. ...,.,...... 1:.""*"' alf<tno.· '""'"'"'"" "'"""' •..,.I! cum..-.

lack of knowled&c that could pre•
many future health probl~ •••.
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~HANOVER

by' Heorl Arnold and Bob Lee

Unscramble these tour Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
lour, brolnaJy WOl'ds.

"

~ MANUFACIURERS

f'il THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

0

Some straight 'A'
options from EFG

--.YOGUN

·-·---WHAT HAPPENED TO

'

THOSE C)(ECUTJVE5

TENTAX

WHEN THE"E WAS A

1'AKEOVE" A1' THE

l

F00"·P~OCES51f>/IS

COM/:'ANY.

.

0

0

( i11aran1ccd Jilli 11011 -,i::t1:.1ran1ccd loans . I .ines <lf credit.
1: 1cx1lllc lll1dgc1 lll.111s. (ji\cn 1hc high l'llSt of higher
cdu<.·a1i11n. i1'., c'sc111ial ro l1a\c more 1han one
Ii nan<.·irig 111i111111 It> c11 \ c r ~· <>ti r t ll i I i<in co,s IS. ·1·hat 's
why ' l 'hc l ~ d11l"<ll11 111al 1:i r1anl·ing (irotip of
t\-fant1fJl"l11r<.•r, I l a1111\'Cf 11ffcrs a s l rJi~ ht 'A'
linc1111111 f 1111111111 .. Je,ig11cJ 111 hcl11
)' Clll :Jl"ll ic\ c ~ (Ill r .1l·:1<I c Ill j,·

•

•

0

0

linanl·i:1I c1l1jcl"ll\C'> .
It's as c.l~)' ,l, I•: !.'(; : N111111c e lse

Now arrange the circled letlflf8 to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above canoon.

Answer: THEY (I

_.

But 1hey're getting
golden paractlu1ea

NAGLD

ROCCEE

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Achievement

0

,

offers :1111t1rc l"t111111rcl1c11 .~ i\c
r:t ngc t>f 11111 i11 1 1~ . ll l·t· .111~c 1111
uric e lse 11r1tl ct'>lar1tl~ \'l•t •c
nccJ s IJcttcr 111:111 tl1c
lll"3 I it 111 .l I I." I 11 ~I Ill' I111-:

I :J"( IX XI I J"

0

..:J

(irtlllll. ( '..tll ti'> ;\I
1-StH)-J\l I IT-<; lli\I >

see (\.nswers, paRe 1S

0

:.lllll ~ll lll !ht'

hCaJ

11f

0

lhC l· 1.I'~ -

'

COUNTER
CULTURE""
'•
by Maratta and Maratta

0

I

0

'

0

.

0

•

.

.

I

.

'-

.

8

~:

••

i
•

T~iN~

,~

••

i

•

0

\llf S1ZE
()f TH£
SVTfoN
\'lllEN You'~E

THE AtTVAL Sizf
Of THE
~LEVATo!l f!VTToN

l
•

I
'..

fiNll ·,T

.

0

•

•

lo :

,:•••

.

0

....

' ,,... ......, '

J!:J~O

"

1

IN HONOR OF THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1990
J

•
:

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY PRESENTS:

•

:

:
••

•
•+

·•

+

•

i
i

rr••>LL .CJB·~G~B~•0

J(:~ [

C:ll
le,:J

01

0

,,<W

0

0

0

0

Q

0

Q

0

0

'

•

•

COMEANDSAY
GOODBYETOYOUR
FEUDWSCHOOLMATES

o~

0

01

m

:

0

••
••

•

\

•
•+

Date: APRIL 29th

•

•

•

i ].,~,o~ ·~ ,~ ~' ~ ~o·~o~•oc =o~ ~ '~
t ~------------..----------.
•
!
j
i
:
•
•

'

m

0

•

EXODUS: A SENIOR GALA

•• .
••

•

(;rul1~J ..

.

+o

:

•

0

}; j ll <.111L' i ng

1o

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

i

I·:cJ uca rion aI

'

I· •111.11 l l1•1><••1 i11111' I ,. ,,,1, r
\l .:11111<·1 1 I JI\

·( I
•

•

0

•

•

~
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DOOR
OPE:N

•

'

'

Location:
The Washington Marriott
1221 22nd
St. NW

•

+

i

Time: 10 pm

•

yo

:

<1 c.. A1't'r

.Ger

rT

t!FF

f'"•va ,

tv.1N

o

•
-1

+

(Limited amount available)
•

+

l'/i
f { J,~

$12 for singles i<
$20 for couples

•CASH BAR

~

_)

+

:

(

i
i

•

• BU1''.F£T STYL£

•

•

l

'

•

Answers

Allied Health
Professions

Jumblaa· GLAND

YOUNG

EXTANT

COERCE

•

Discover a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
.,
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,

'l

What happened to those executtwea when
thefe was a tak90Y91" at the food--prooe$Sing
company-THEY GOT ''CANNED''

complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

CAPT TOM HAINES
Station·To-Station
.lOl-981-7897

:Ex'oc!us (eksorius), n. 1. A going out; the going out or
·1

•

6,9

••
:
•

~

COil.EGE
SllJDENTS
MAJORING IN

journey, 2. any large migration
from a place.

:·

\ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t ..____;,____________
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•

'

'

•

..

•• •

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

•

.
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•
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.

.

.
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•

'
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ROOM S AVAILABLE IMMEDI A TELY
HISTORIC LE DROil PARK
' ·-·
N EWLY RE N OVAT ED
LOC A TED O N HOWAR D UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS
DFSIRE M ATU RE STA BLE SlUDENT t;; ,
CALL (202) B82 -8620

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wc1111ed!I Young Attroct1ve, Black females For
01!,e11turous pl10ro cole11dor pro1ect If in terested,
send 2-J pl10tos To_
Brevard Comn"unKot1ons,
P U.S. 76058. Wosh11191on, DC. '20Ql3.

J. Lawrence C.,

Fen1ole Room mare won ted ASAPI I ro shore lurr11shed apartment located only 5 minu tes from campus.
Ren ! on1y $254/nionth >nclud1ng ul•l1t1es. For more
info coll 2:W·67 l 8
·

monthly and ••ark together on special even ts and
01hlet1c outreach act1v1hes The meeting will toke

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT TO SHARE
Lorge bedroom, completely furnished, on bus line.
01r -condo t1on1ng
$270.00 monthly
Female
srudcnrs Coll today. 505-9 496

plllle 1n tl'tt: Forun1 room ni'Slackburn Center All
stu<len1 org<.. . :olt()rt~ ore. v.elcome. ~or more 1n·
101111011011, p1euse contact
Torryn Nole 01
387 6898

St.Im"* Sublet
F1o1lly fttmished tow"hCMIH. J rooms, 3 baths,
centTGI olr. Wash/Dryer, porll"g, 10 min. to

BLACK NIA FORCE presents
'' LAST •LEG''
the play written and produced by
Sherese Woodley
Frktcry, April 13th, 8:00 p.m.
Sat1o1rday, April 14th, 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.
Su"day, April 15th, 8:00 p.m.
BLACKBURN AUDITORIUM
Tic•ets A•ailable at Cramton Bai Office for

campuJ. Singi. room• $325. First come first
1erved. C::ill 232-895' (leave o messav-i.
Rooms. Apartments, Efl1c1enc1PS ovo1loble 1m·
med•otely reosono~y pr1<ed (lose 10 campus. newly
renovo!<"d Coll Mrs Flanagan 336-3238

For Re"t
IMMACULJl.TE two· bedroo"11 oportmen T 111 newly
renova ted house neor Slowe \V / W corpet1ng. cen-·
trol A /C, COMPLETELY furnoshed. 1nclL'd1ng
m>crowove . 5 n11nu1e walk To campus Perfect for
sun1iner school. Coll Rebecca at 667 ·3306 or
Allison J83-SS41

$3.00

·A New Growth Procf'OCtian·

HIT & RUN PRODUCTIONS
puisents the
''LAST LEG'' AFTERPARTY
Friday, April 13th
JOBS
La Pe"a (16th & Irving)
11 :00 p.m.-U"til
S!O\ •n-School 1vbs st.II O> 01loble at !he lr11ernot•onol
$S.00/$3.00 with LA.ST LEG t;c•et stub
Trade Adm1n1strorion of 1he US Dep1 of Com·
Special perfOf"tance by
merce S6 99 to $7 92/hour loca ted near 1he
THE BROTHERHOOD WITH PLANET -...Fedeial l r1on gle Metro Full-tome dur•ng summer,
AFRtCA
16-20 llO.irs a wee~ dur•ng school year_ Must type
•

'

.:O ''pm Coll Rhoda Ch1lcoo1 on 377-3301
Pol•

LJ

S<.;en(E' $cx,et\<

l"E'~er ·~

Po; t (OI $(,en~e Mocthl
\'v~, We Co" 1 \'vo1!
f\ENTS
~111.11do\ Ap< ! I -IQq()
Hu,,ger Cleon-up.
8 00 pm Blackt>u•ri
F .!,1y Apr' 13. JQq(}
Commun,•v Easier Egg
~1, ' Siv..ien T Vulu,.,tee•s '-eedea
T1.t·,Jo, Apr• !7. 1Q90
Pol,· rol Speech &
Fo1.t \ Con1e~t C.:ish or•zes S•gn-up OGH 112
\\ e,1nesd1;1y, AP'' 18 lQQO
No"·•nor1on for.
fit1.T•1.'n~ A.I Po),·1~cJ1 S.:reri.ce o\10101s 1r>.red
\\1.\~·1e0o~. April 25. 1990..
Gene'ol fleci1ons
''•1.•sda1 t\pril 2b, 1090
Alu,.,n1/A,vords
iueT. t1<~e1s Q,uiloble Of Cromton so~ Office
FcJ1 rnore 1nfor•not1on (Oil
l•orr.be at
8J'2 l)OJB Sho,vno at 723 20J8

•

PROMOTION ASSIST ANTS
see~•ng assistants ro
help run nightclub promotions and11n-store evenrs
on DC M D . and VA Good hourly pay. Coll
293-1747

T~ E'""t'

0 C based mor ke1 1ng firm

PERSONALS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Jeanette, Apri l 18rh

ood
Rhoda , April 2<1th
I lo•e you both I

s,1,,

,.

•

Congro1ulot1ons 10
Erica Rushing
l 990-91 Ms Pho Bera Sigma

FINAL PERFORMANCE
The ladies of
IHSPIRA UON
will be pNSented in a
FULL GOSPEL CONCERT
£aster St.inday, April IS, 1990
Time:
6:00 p.m.
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL
So come artd support the originOI, and clNftrtt
mernbffs in this lost pe1f0t11+ance of their
mini1try. ADMISSION FR££

•

Lo~ e. -

- - - ' - -Webster
Janeen & Leslie,
Thon~ you~ much for my specia l paste1 I know
tho! yov pul o lot of !ome and love into 11 No motier how for apart we may s.oon be I wont you to
koow Tho! you w1ll•o!woys be w ith rie 1n my heart
I lo,e yau!
Cynthia
Babbles.
•
Thanks for your helping hand lost wee~ Couldn"t
hove done '' wothour yojj. Maybe you deserve copy
t>d•!Or ol The, yeo· I Psvchel Smile

The Soctety of Consum. Affairs Pouks.sionols
presents
Dr. Bonnie Guiton
the
Spec ial Ad•isOf to the President for Consumer
Affairs
"' 7:

o~erbudget

fhO" ~ S to

Norcy. tc:ellyn. Jeanine. Domor1es Yve11e.
D'Shoun .Br,dgette Joyce. Angel_ and espec1olly,
"Y g••I (HCM 1). Lorelle Smith for making my final
undergraduate B1rtl'oday_ Celebror•on most
,, !'moroble
Love you oil (sn1ff-sn•ff)
Tisha

on

April 16th
,
i" the
~c hool of Hu1"on Ecology Auditorium

•

•

~,

•

••

:00 p.m.

ATTENllON 1990 GRADUATES
Sr<.-r! .the A' con sp1r11 of 1l·e Mecca
/,\.J'<h on f\.\oy 12 weor1'"g o genuine ~en Fe cloth
S'7 +, w1tn 1he ·c•oss of ·90 logo ··Only S30- -For
r''I" •• 1nio•,,,ot1on coll 291-1699-Ho,o'nbeel Sashes
•• 11 be dt>h,e·eJ The f,,s• "'ee" ,,, Mov
,,

•

·--'

lt"· , ... f.co11on .'v'~.e>re<'t Vision & Pro.eel of Rev
S1 //,yung Moon Apr' 18 317 Bvs•ness Bldg
(,, CJIRP.;>o5-J02Q

•
'

' ".'" f' S! ed

'" he1" "g the ho"'>elesS Col\ CARP 01

~&5-.t020 for rn~Volurieer So1u'dO'r Prorect

•

•

.. r·~Q't'SS·•e S1udert IJl::i.e.,.en• hos the RooT
t r ••ledg,. o"d t-i pe V:oeos '" i !'e UGl L- 4 1 ot
6 "'' r . er; Thur!.c:lov 1,,fo. co' !63-3162

'

Tr·e Lad1E'!i o!
A t>ho Koµpo Alpha Soro·,, Inc
Alpha Chapter
present
Escapade You· Hove a Good -,>re
Ooh·.
Sejfurdoy. Apr l <11 h
F'lc!t>'
Vfash1r>g1on ~or1,01. 22nd and M Si
11 w
.~
•
111,,e
10 QO-uo1d
,.,
Adnuss•on·
$5 00

•

l
•

Greetings lr9rii X
Happy Bela T ~o B1r1m:Joy Ice Mon Ill and the Nuo on_ Congrotulc11or•S Shto1 on signing your pro+e~s•onol soccer ('On1rac1 Good luck To my spec
Jo..,>es Wa l<er ""1''1 the conc ert ne(t week Jock of
Spaoe~ hook that show up Mo n~o. you shammer.
J.: 'get o perceniage of The campaign w1nn1ngs
, 1o -r; secre!s on !he Mok•S line. You ho"sl Ano
•o ·-,e brothers Just Do 1! 01 Reg.c,· ·'s'
Qh ,eoh. who' up Sm1r ~ ?

----------

""H>- ,and de~1•uct1on ore ne~er full. so the eyes
.«-~a" ore ne~er ~r.st 1ed ··
Proverbs
To •• Baby
Yo., o'e sr.n

m

B 1 •bur" Cenier
r,1· A' h•t" ore
1 00-76 2 2532

•

' j,., I'\ J1n ! P"l1 't'.9
CJt,,,., B·ow' e OT
11

'"

Kirsten,
What's happening to us' We 1Mver Sff each
other. We' ve got to drop everythi"g and at
least da lunch.
1
I Miss You
Lo¥e Sltmo
Down (my alarm cloc•)
Thanx for being such a wonderful friend. I've
never met anyo"e with so much ene1"9Y o"d
lave for her ''brothas a"d 1l1to1. ''Stoy stTG"g
ond hold on. The Lord hos somethi"g great
in store for yo1o1.
Y01o1r housemote
Jo Ro

REB
To the •._,·ar1cs ol 2217.
Than~s for ~-our s1.roor1 and coupero11on on making mv tt 1p very success'..i;
•
Overbudger

(•

'I,

PHOTOGRAPHERS .
TOUR GUIDES . RECREATION
Round.

_Contac1

.ttir dimples).
Lo•e A!woys. Sunshine

Wash.ngt,00 Sqi.1~ c. 1 11 ~ 1tkXlf.

FOR RlMT

If interested and feel you are qualified,

I we-bedroom op ts. ovo.loble o t the He1gh1s co•n·

please call:

w/A/C. w asher/d ryer , lull r 1tc hen w/d1shw asher,
u11l. .. ncL Wol k !o Ca tholic, convenient to Metro
su<T1mer/ wee~l y leoo;es ovoolo ble . For more in fo
coll:
The Washington Center 624 -6040 .
RlSERVE"YOUR ROOM NOW FO R SUMMER AND
OR FA LL
Tho'> •SO 6 bedrOO<Tl T H full y furnished W•lh w/ w
Corpe! Five rooms ovooloble. Ten minu te wal k to
cornpus, l bkx.k to bvshne. From $250- $350 Conla<.I Beo Corey 29 1-1 480
ROOM FOR RE NT
Loaan Circle A r""
A room 1n o furnished 2 bi-. Apl Wash/Dryer /Dosh
Carpet To soort Moy 1st_ S300 00 per mo. A mu st
see! Coll • 62· 3 182

-

Jobs in Alaska
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING ,

up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board . CALL NOW! ca111elur1da~e .

1·206·736-0777 Ext. 6

I

.

'234-:5578
"""'"

SOU~') ( .t.W'OIWf /ol£MfS )
]'IONOA.'/ Tl\RlJ ""t;OHt $0A.Y
11\UllSOA,V A,r./0 OIJtlA.Y

S-'TUJl.°"'Y

IO AM. - 3 P"'I.
I OAM - 6 IO J\111. - g '"'

""'"" - -4PM.

SHAMPOO and SET
SHAMPOO and BLOW DRY

$16.50 And Up*
17. 50 And Up

TOUe H-UP RELAXER

22. 50 And Up

R E LA~ ER PERM

2 7.50 And Up

PERMANENT WAVE
COLOR

30.50 And Up
10.00

FROSTING

15.00

BLEACHING (Virgin Hair)
TO UCH.UP BLEAC I~ ·

2 5 .00 And Up

•

CUT

TRIM
•
SHAMPOO and CONDITION
AR C I~

RIN SE (6 wee ks)
CURLS
SHAM POO, PRESS & CUR[
HOT OIL TREATMENT
~*A nd

15.00 And Up
8 .50 And Up
5 .00
15.00
5.00
8 .00
40.00 And Up
16.00 And Up
8 .50 And Up

Up -- Depending on the Length and Thickness of the Hair

•

•

.

•
IS

•'

now ~ccepting applications for the
following paid positions:
Managi~g

Editor
Advertising Manager
Chief Copy Editor
Layout Editor
Graphic Artist
' Asst. Layout Editors (5)
Photography Technicians
Photography Editor
Staff Writers (10)
I Photographers (5)
Lifestyle Editor
Homecoming Editor
Portrait Index Editor
Sports Editor
Typesellers (5)
Asst. Portrait Index Editor
1
Video Technicians (3)
Video Production Editor

•

\

Applications· can be picked up from the
Office of Student Activities
Room 117
Blackburn Center
'
from 9a.m.-Sp.m.
'

All applications must be returned
by April 20, 1990 at Sp.m.

II

\

C

L.,,.,p+:1• ;,: Ill

continue(I from page IJ

966-2222

"

Jl1i1·

BT

Felder

at
•

NE ., Wolh.

i-206-736-0775 , Ext. 600tiK

Michelle Copenhaven
•

A~e. .

d1..off:ot1i<.1 .- ~A 191 Of~. or CJll (B()'l) 592 ·
2 121 . Eqµa l ()p111y Es riplOyi..>r

non-childbearing potential.

rile ~ for summer leo!.e. Apts. ore full y furn ..

Jrd SL .I: Aurido

336°4082

Pt iil.J

·medications only. Women must be of

A large eff1c1ency close 10 school and e;eryth1ng
•S new \4 25/month 681-3897

543-1400

PERSONNEL. EJ1cellenl pay p1us
FREE tr•1o1e1. Ca,r 10be•n. Mawa11 ,
B•n•mas . Soull'l P•c 1!1C , M•••co .
CALL NOW! eau reluntlao1e .

FOi r11 01 c n1 ur11,1t~)l'l. ~crxl 1esuiric
ID: CDI. AT&T Rocr111t11i1..l 1t.:? 10 W c:.t

Sa ...01e

have mild asthma using in(ermittent

Dole Fr1doy. April 20. 1990
Pla<:e S! Avgusr.ne."s Church
C•~st SS 00
r1n•e 10 00-2 00

K•rlsse Desl1aers

' ctas.::;cs

Efl.e 01

preseqr

• Your l..ock · Your Key
• 24 Ilour Security
• Con1ple1ely .Enclosed Buildin1
• Fn:e l ..oaJing A11is1111cc
• Cmvenir nl D.C. Locatim
• Low Monthly R11es/No llidden Costl

T On ' .lil y ancJIX)r)u~.CS l-.1 11:..1 t ~ ,1vJ1l al.Jlc 1 v1L'<.-+-> J)•ll'..i to tt ie :,t.11t (ii

investigational inhaler for asthma. Must

''Co"'t TOirlch This''

• Low Co,1 Private Stonge Uni11

WITH AT&T

Paid Participants needed to test new

Delto Sigma Theta SorOfity, l"c.

•

'f'••r

Low Cost
Summe .r Storage
for Sludents

MARKETING

The ladies of Alpha Chapter

'

HIRING Men - Women . Summer /

......

the photogrophef

'

Real Kente Groduot1on Sa5h
$30 00 each
delivery coll 291 -1 699
J Bell. P 0 Box 3452<1 Wo~~ DC
'

Fou<•d-Lody"s gold wa tch
636- 7360 Leo·1e message

,

Cruise Ship Jobs

•

Express YourseH

'

A.R

Resume,
Business Cards, Thesis,
Term Papers, Reports,
Newsletters,
Flyers, Banners,
Invitations,
Image Scanning,
Laser Printing Output,
Fax Services

CAPITAL SELF STORAGE

' ' ff she stays physically and mentall y sound, she Will qualify fo r the
Chris Fredd I Love Youl Thongs w .!I work ouT
Nationals and possibly make it to the
<;( INC:HIN~· Olympics in 1992," said Moultrie,
To oil my Rhomeo Brothers, and the s1s rer of Sigma
\Vho himself is a member of the 1992
Gamma Rho.
U .S. Olympic track coaching team.
RHOOOOOOO. RHOOOOOOOll
Felder began her running career at
lO- Tall Mon-Sp 90
an early age.
Howard I
' ' When I was 7 years old I went to
Don"t 1oke 11 per·son -nol Bur Hell is Reolll Don "t
wo•t for Deorh To prove you wrong I!
the track with my mother . There was
a clu'b practicing o n the track 'at that
ti me ," she said . ' ' I started run11ing
with [The Ed Waters Track Team}
and the coach asked me if I want ed
to join the team.''
1~µ'•1: ~ ~ 11 ~I" ....
She continued running with 1he
team until her high school graduat ion
- in 1986'.
lffO
Moultrie added that even if Felder
8oclf-to -Sclloo/ Promotion
eventually surrenders her track SJ?ikes
for a briefcase, he f~els she will be
AT&T Sl\UDENT
\'Cry success ful in the; business wo rld .
CAMPUS MANAGER
''She is very talent ~d . Her commit·
S..11!.:S Cll'M.1'111..'tl Sl1itk.'f•I JU<~j111 h ·I
111. II kC\1rig.' 1)r Ol llOl lOI' l J)()~,, II.JI I t..1. JI I
n1ent will able her to go up thS cor,hjl..• l•CI\! 1(!--4K)ll '.~t J•hly IOI l..,Wlll•lJJ
porate ladder," he said .
'.JICll.JIJ EAtt~lcr11 1i.1y arld t v111:.l~:,
Felder attribu1es much of her colllC x1t)IC t JO.Jr:, All VJ\ )I\.. ·~()I l r. ~I \f )lJ~
legiate success to the s1ro ng suppo rt
Mt.SI W.Jv.11l1t11Cl1111 ! •llC1 :.'W\..\.'k~,
of he r fa mi ly and Mo ultri e's
Jlr l(Jf to 11-e stJ 1of ell~ 0\11)(ll'111
r 11 ty 1{> W()I\.. J5 J Pro t\01()I1~ Rt i 11 c
teachings'.
JU" l l J llVC (Al J Jil!)J'-X. I l ly l lf()~ \ !
' 'Everyone in my family wants to
see me reach my full potential. They
.are very supportive and understan AT&T ASSISTANT
ding," Felder said .
STUDENT CAMPUS
I
MANAGER
'' Right now I am the I Ith
S t1idcr it w 11 t1 ::.11 ( ~ lQ : ~ ile:.JIC,J( 11.:1 :.1111 ,
American in the quarter-mile and
dl Hh1y 11l..'i:t!l..'ll f ~ ~L"-t.:n t l.ty Jll(l
ranked number 42 in the world . I o""e
ut..1111 . r .Jil l<J'.XJ /'111·.1 tJC,1v.11~1 t 1k! I
all my success and my rankin8's to
'<''t..\t._J )( ILlf tu 1111.: :.1.11 t o r cli·;:;c~
(Mo ultrie) . He is a big innuence o n
STUDENT
and off the track," she said .
REPRESENTATIVE/
Felder, an Indoor All -American,
CAMPUS GROUP
\viii be one of the parti c ipan ts~ tom0.. i;!JI >I" l!J. JJ~ I.JI ll.1'•1cd \JI ( )l IJ f .f 11: J1
n1orow's 15th Annu al HPward
v11lUJ!:> 111...'CllCl:l 10 r1..'1)fL.~11 A I &T
Relays .
pioduc1$ c)rl(J ~..-VICC5 Oil c.~l\,)lJS
l-.·

Hattan Arts, C1o1h\ire o"d Cuisi"e

~

G .C.
T.urbulent times don"t loreve1 lost. Storniv ;eos don'
al w ay<; The boot crash. patience and 1r"ust ore vor·
tues no! man y hove 1n me .
Look an d yo1:1 shall fond o young man w ho w onts
to be for reo!. Forge! oboul t he ,p re!ty boys. the
money boys and on( Conod1on fi tness nu ts and
follow w ha t yvu fee. Your heart know s best .

or pr,ce !or o ncurUJ' {$10)
636-1806 lo· o $<1 ho.rcut
r lei ;w ~lo~•ord studert

f\Jlr•I 17rti<'Slo,rburn AUd•rar1um
3 30-5 Ci()
RPCep· ., to lollo>v

•

To:
B1 u-l'h1 4-A-89 (Bobbie)
Than ks for lost Soturdo y, I reolly en1oyed 1! . I ent
1oyed ru le 5 eve n more.
•
"' Buck Sleepy';
Happy birt hday to you. happy b ir!hday "to you
Happy Birt hda y DE A R ST ACEY PHILLIPS .. r
Happy Birthday Jo you!! 1 !
From TH E LuNAT1Cs at 22 17.

MEAC.

l>~J01trren1

I

•

Good Luc• to the HU T"=!"""i• Team ot the

' Club P<e:,.,rts
f,,.,,,h
D< Chr1s1opher fro"' rhe Ro"lOn(e laPguoge

For qu•
vr W!< le
20043

'

LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTAUCTIOl'J
R.£.B.
So what else do 1ou ho ...e to soy obo1o1t the
uni•erse1

ASTHMA
RESEARCH
STUDY

Publ1ca11on conducting ~eorch for
dt·~•gners (br1f•g portfolio or sample) /II, & F Fm:e
& 11cui n•odels All 09es & o!I notronol1t1es
A1ir•I 22nd

(•J

To 011 of my friends,
The generosity and encouragement you hove shown
and given me dur•ng my pledge period w <11 no! be
forgotten. Thank you all for you support on d love
F Y 10 rhe NFL mob
Arthur Horris (R. T ) 2- A -90
Baby H uey ohos ""T w o Row ""

309 & 306 •
Tf"IQn~· for !he help as! Solurdo)" "cause I sure need·
<'0 ii
L •e you oil
l<elley

NoT1onol

16 p

Th ank you for t he wonder ful wee kend . Encore!
Encore!
Love·and kisses,

••o: "'vS1C'lon {wit h

Par~

•

M r. Post Chronicle Tomes:
l miss you madly. Glo d I hove 1he memori es Let 's
do lunch .
Tr1b

I he Athletic Siudent Grovp 'v1U nold 11s l1rs1 oll1c1ol meet1119 on Tuesday, April 24, 1990 or 5·00 .
T!1e purpose of This organ•zaoon is to gel students
niore 1nvol,ed 111 the othle!oc evenTs and act1v1t1es
!ll(1t 101:.e ploc:e on con1pus Th•S group would meet

•

I

Hilltopics

•

-.

····------ · ·

I

I

I

I

•

'

'

